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Abstract 
This dissertation will discuss the relationship of hermeneutic 
and translation. Moreover, I shall discuss how we can use the 
theory of hermeneutic to explain the process of translation. 
Chapter I is the introduction which briefly outlines the main 
ideas of each chapter. The discussion starts with the idea of 
translation and
;
the traditional view of the practice. 
I 
Chapter II "Translation As Understanding" argues that 
translation is essentially an interpretation, thus establishes the 
ground of discussion of the relationship of translation and 
hermeneutics which is basically a theory of interpretation. 
Chapter III "Hermeneutics and Translation" first talks about 
the important concepts in the Heideggerean and Gadamer's theory of 
hermeneutics. Then, I shall discuss the role of translator in the 
process of translation in regard to the concepts disscussed in the 
first part of this chapter. 
Chapter IV "Language and Translation" briefly discusses the 
idea of language in Heidegger and Gadamer's philosophy. 
Chapter V "Translation of Tang Poetry" is an illustration of 
the above-discussed concepts and ideas with Chinese Tang Poetry and 
its translation. I have chosen five translators to illustrate that 
hermeneutic theory is relevant to translation and we can construct 
a philosophy of translation with the help of the concepts of 
hermeneutics. 
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Chapter 工 Introduction 
Translation is the process of practice concerning putting a piece 
of writing or conversation into a language other than the original one. 
Smith Palmer Bovie states that, "Translation is the carrying over of an 
original work in parts or as a whole into another language" 
("Translation as a Form of Criticism", 39). According to Douglas 
Robinson, translation is "a crossing: a carrying over (translatio, 
translation), ! a leading over (traduction, traduccion), a setting over 
(Ubersetzung, oversattning)" {The Translator's Turn, 195). All concern 
the idea of transferring something from one place to another. However, 
whether it is a simultaneous oral translation or a translation of a 
literary work, it involves at least two languages (these include 
languages of different origins or languages of the same origin but of 
distinct periods e.g. Anglo-Saxon English and Shakespearean English; 
the old Chinese of Tang Dynasty and the modern Chinese after 1919). 
The biblical story of the Tower of Babel, seems to imply that 
there was originally only one language for all the human beings. 
However, after human beings constructed the Tower of Babel vith the aim 
of bringing themselves to God's level, they incurred His wrath. He 
then punished all human beings by fragmenting the one and only language 
into many different tongues, so that human beings could not communicate 
vith one another. Whether or not, we choose to accept the biblical 
account as an explanation of why we have so many different tongues in 
the world, it is undeniable that languages are so diverse and different 
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that we can hardly express the same thing or emotion in two different 
languages without any loss. 
An exact equivalence from one language to 
another will never be possible... Not even on 
the level of individual words -- either within 
the same language or from one language to the 
next -- can exact equivalencies be found. No 
two synonyms are quite the same, which makes 
room for a certain area of ambiguity within a 
language and therefore opens it up for genuine 
communication, since meaningful communication 
has to go beyond the level of descriptive, 
logical statements within any language. 
(The Craft of Translation, xiii) 
If equivalence cannot be found even on the word level, the question of 
accuracy of translation is controversial. If we say a literary piece 
is translatable, does it mean that the meaning of the source language, 
(hereafter SL), can be perfectly conveyed by the target language, 
(hereafter TL)？ On the other hand, if" something is untranslatable, it 
disappears as a text because it does not allow paraphrase, explanation 
or discussion; in other words: its meaning cannot be discussed because 
it cannot be conveyed by words other than those originally expressed. 
Derrida Jacques says in "Border Lines": 
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A text lives only if it lives on [sur-vit], 
and it lives on only if it is at once 
translatable and untranslatable (always "at 
once... and . .hama , at the "same" time). 
Totally translatable, it disappears as a text, 
as writing, as a body of language [langue]. 
Totally untranslatable, even within what is 
believed to be one language, it dies 
immediately. Thus triumphant translation is 
neither the life nor the death of the text, 
only or already its living on, its life after 
life, its life after death. 
{Deconstruction & Criticism, 102) 
Derrida points out clearly the equivocal nature of translation: every 
text is both translatable and untranslatable, in that we can always 
translate a piece of writing into another language, even if it be the 
language of a very different origin, or culture. We can always find a 
w o r d o r a
 Phrase in TL which means more or less the same as in SL. 
However, there is no perfect matching. Derrida says that 
"untranslatable" refers to the perfect translation in which the 
meaning, music, and spirit of SL can be translated into TL. Perfect 
translation is Utopia for the profession. 
In the convention of cultural practices, translation is ranked 
"lowest [which] is grounded on romantic expressive theory and projects 
a Platonic metaphysics of the text, distinguishing between the 
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authorized copy and the simulacrum that deviated from the author" 
{Rethinking Translation, 3) . According to the romantic view, the 
original text has an eternal meaning and the translations are 
deviations or variations from this eternal meaning. Therefore, 
translation has only "a marginal status" {Rethinking Translation, 2-3) 
in the hierarchy of cultural practices. It ranks as a "craft" rather 
than an art in its own right. 
A translated text is judged successful...when 
it' reads fluently, when it gives the 
appearance that it is not translated, that it 
is the original, transparently (my italics) 
reflecting the foreign author
1
s personality or 
intention or the essential meaning of the 
foreign text {Rethinking Translation, 4). 
The problem lies in the word "transparently". If all our languages are 
like mirrors which stand behind meaningsr then it is very possible that 
the meaning of SL can be reflected transparently onto TL. But our 
languages stand in front of meanings. It would be misleading to say 
that language hides meanings in view of the hermeneutic idea of 
language. Language gives thingness to a thing and thus transforms it 
into a Being. And vith this process of transformation, language also 
confer a whole set of meanings to the thing. For example, if we label 
a play as a tragedy, then other people immediately understand that the 
play contains certain elements, such as a tragic hero or heroine, or an 
unhappy ending which involves death, etc. 
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The infinite number of translation of the same work perhaps tells 
us something about the original text. 
It cannot be definitive since it can be 
translated...The translation canonizes, 
freezes, an original and shows in the original 
a mobility, an instability, which at first one 
did not notice {Rethinking Translation, 7) 
The possibility of translating a work infinite times in infinite ways 
shows that there is indeed no original, fixed meaning in the original 
text, the meaning of which is subject to interpretation. 
Up t i l l now, I have discussed the discipline of translation in a 
very general way. And now let us turn to the thesis of our 
dissertation, i.e. The Hermeneutic Turn of Translation. Let us first 
read the following passage from Hans-Georg Gadamer: 
Hermeneutics achieves its actual productivity 
only when is musters sufficient self-
reflection to reflect simultaneously about its 
own critical endeavors, that is, about its own 
limitations and the relativity of its own 
position.. .A critical consciousness that 
points to all sorts of prejudice and 
dependency, but one that considers itself 
absolutely free of prejudice and independent, 
necessarily remains ensnared in 
illusions...The claim to be completely free of 
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prejudice is naive whether that naivete be the 
delusion of an absolute enlightenment or the 
delusion of an empiricism free of all previous 
opinions in the tradition of metaphysics or 
the delusion of getting beyond science through 
ideological criticism. In any case, the 
hermeneutically enlightened consciousness 
seems to me to establish a higher truth in 
th'at it draws itself into its own reflection. 
Its truth, namely, is that of translation. It 
- is higher because it allows the foreign to 
become one's own, not by destroying it 
critically or reproducing it uncritically, but 
by explicating it within one's own horizons 
with one
1
s own concepts and thus giving it new 
validity. Translation allows what is foreign 
and what is one's own to merge in a new form 
- by defending the point of the other even if it 
be opposed to one
1
s own view. In this manner 
of practising hermeneutical reflection, what 
is found in a given formulation of language is 
altered in a certain sense; that is, it is 
taken out of its own linguistically structured 
world. {Philosophical Hermeneutics, 93-94) 
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Gadamer points out the intimate relationship between hermeneutics 
a n d
 translation in the above-mentioned passage. Hermeneutics, as a 
theory of interpretation, draws reflection on itself. It is 
impractical or naive to think that any criticism or interpretation can 
be completely without prejudice. When I come to the hermeneutic theory 
of Gadamer later, we shall discuss in depth the concept of prejudice as 
well as other important ideas. For the time being, I shall concentrate 
on the affinity of translation and hermeneutics. According to Gadamer, 
understanding tor interpretation involves a "fusion of horizons" {Truth 
And Method, 388). And in understanding something alien to us, it is 
being merged into our horizons and becomes part of our horizons. The 
affinity of translation and hermeneutics lies in their potentiality to 
blend something alien and strange to us. In translation, it blends the 
alien from SL into TL, ideally, without destroying either of them. 
Gregory Rabassa says that, "translation is essentially the 
closest reading one can possibly give a text" ("No Two Snov/flakes Are 
Alike: Translation As Metaphor", 6). In doing a translation of a text, 
. especially a literary text, the most important step is to read the text 
as many times as one can until one can get an interpretation of its 
meaning. Indeed, every word the translator uses in TL is an 
interpretation of the meaning of the text. Translation can be seen as 
a paradigmatic illustration of the hermeneutic theory. So, an 
understanding of translation through hermeneutics can raise the status 
of translation on the hierarchy of cultural practices to an academic 
discipline, rather than a practical craft. 
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In Chapter II of my dissertation, I shall discuss translation as 
a
 traditional practice and as an academic discipline• As mentioned 
above, translation is seen as a "carrying over" process from one 
language to another, so the role of the translator is traditionally 
that of a tool. S/He can either be seen as the bridge which connects 
the two banks of the river or the boat which carries over the text from 
one side to another side, Nevertheless, s/he is only an instrument 
which has a passive role in the whole scenario. And, in fact, in the 
discussions of translation, the role of the translator is sometimes 
neglected. Even if the role of the translator is discussed s/he is 
seen as an instrument, for example, 
He is an interpreter, one whose duty is to act 
as a bridge or channel between the mind of the 
author and the mind of his readers. He must 
efface himself and allow Rome or Berlin to 
speak directly to London or Paris (The Art of 
Translation, 51). 
, , The translator is seen as a transparent mirror, whose job is to let the 
text in SL speak directly to the readers of TL. 
To other critics, translator equals to a machine: 
The translator is the agent of a cultural 
practice that is conducted under continuous 
self-monitoring and often with active 
consultation of cultural rules and resources, 
ranging from dictionaries and grammars to 
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other texts, discursive strategies, and 
translations, both canonical and marginal 
{Rethinking Translation, 11) • 
Here the role of the translator is also that of a tool but one with 
action; nevertheless, its job can be done by a machine. Indeed, 
machine translation is widely used nowadays for technical materials, 
such as weather reports. But for those who are concerned with 
translation of literary texts, the translator is perhaps one of the 
most important factors (if not the most important one) in the act of 
translation. I shall discuss his/her role more in Chapter III when I 
come to the hermeneutic theory. 
Hermeneutics, put simply, was a theory of interpretation of the 
Holy Scripture. Later, it was extended to the interpretation of law. 
It was not until the Enlightenment in the 18th century that 
philosophers made hermeneutics a branch of philosophy and hermeneutics 
then attained its universal status in human knowledge. But the idea of 
hermeneutics as a concept of understanding is attributed to 
Schleiermacher (1768-1834), Schleiermacher represents a watershed in 
the development of hermeneutics and he is indeed the founder of modern 
hermeneutics. 
For Schleiermacher, hermeneutics was no longer 
occupied with the decoding of a given meaning 
or vith the clearing away of obstacles in the 
way of proper understanding, but was above all 
concerned with illuminating the conditions for 
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the possibility of understanding and its modes 
of interpretation. Against the assumption of 
the older hermeneutics that a reader would 
understand everything unless or until he 
encountered contradictions or a nonsensical 
passage, Schleiermacher advanced a radically 
different position (Introduction from The 
Hermeneutics Reader, 6) • 
Since then, tlie ancient task of explicating the original intention or 
meaning of the author is suddenly viewed in a nev light. Every reading 
becomes a re-creation of the meaning of the text and understanding 
(Verstand) becomes an unending task1. Heidegger and Gadamer have the 
same line of thought. Indeed, my concept of hermeneutics in this 
dissertation will be based on the thoughts of Heidegger, Gadamer, and 
other thinkers vho are more or less think along the same lines. 
If the translator does not have the most prominent place in the 
act of translation, then language must have that place. In Chapter IV, 
I shall discuss the philosophy of language and its relation to 
translation and hermeneutics. I shall start vith Walter Benjamin who 
considers language as a metaphysical being. He says in his "The Task 
of a Translator" that there is a "pure language". So, the essence of 
all languages is basically the same because of their "suprahistorical 
kinship" (74) to one another. Translation is only possible because of 
l
See Kurt Mueller-Vollmer's Introduction from The Hermeneutics Reader, 
P.1-53. He gives a thorough account of the development of hermeneutics as a 
theory of interpreting the- Holy Scripture to hermeneutics at present. 
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this kinship of all languages. Then, we shall turn to a linguist's 
viev. The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis has long been controversial because 
of its radical attitude towards the relation of language to culture and 
thinking. Benjamin Lee Whorf believes that "differences in thought 
content and their corresponding effects on thought processes and 
behavior in general would be spectacularly revealed by comparison of 
different language structures" {Language, Thought and Reality, 26). 
And his most famous experiment is that he has discovered there are at 
least 40 different words for "snow" in the language of Eskimos but only 
one word, "snow" in English• He uses this to demonstrate that the 
world viev and culture of people is determined by their languages. 
Then, I shall come back to the Heideggerian philosophy of language. 
Perhaps, it is worthwhile mentioning here that, the rationale for our 
discussing Benjamin Lee Whorf's theory of language is that I find that 
it is akin to, or at least, bears some resemblance with Heidegger's 
language philosophy. Before I turn to Heidegger, I shall first discuss 
the philosophy of Vilhelm von Humboldt. 
Wilhelm von Humboldt is one of the fore-runners who brought 
hermeneutic ideas into linguistic studies. He believes that "every 
language should be seen as particular view of the world" (Truth and 
Method, 440). But this does not mean that he is interested merely in 
the individuality of languages, rather, he is interested in the 
universality of language because 
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for him there exists an indissoluble 
connection between individuality and universal 
nature...and so the study of the individuality 
of linguistic phenomena is itself intended as 
means of insight into the whole of human 
language (439). 
For Heidegger, "Language transforms our world" ("Heidegger, 
Language, and Ecology", 252). It is perhaps not far-fetched to 
interpret his
!
statement in this way: our world view, our culture is 
determined by the language we use; since language changes all the time, 
transformation also takes place in our world accordingly. 
To some extent, Gadamer shares the same view of language with 
Heidegger; however, he takes it one step further: 
The fact that our experience of the world is 
bound to language does not imply an 
exclusiveness of perspectives. If, by 
entering foreign language-worlds, we overcome 
the prejudices and limitations of our previous 
experience of the world, this does not mean 
that we leave and negate our own world. Like 
travelers we return home with experiences 
{Truth and Method, 448). 
This will be much easier to understand in the light of Gadamer's 
concept of "fusion of horizons". Just like our horizon, our world-view 
is not closed, it is forever open. When we encounter something 
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different, something alien, we vill not attempt to destroy it , instead 
v e w i l 1
 blend it into our world-view, our horizon. Thus, it becomes a 
part of us. 
The last thinker on language I shall discuss is George Steiner. 
He brings in an important concept in the theory of interpretation, that 
is, historicity of Being as Gadamer puts it, the principle of history 
of effect {Wirkungsgeschichte) . His idea, put in a few words, is that 
every word carries a historical past with it and when we use every 
word, it is inevitable that ve perceive it consciously or unconsciously 
in light of its past meanings. We shall see how the historicity of 
language affects the act of translation. 
In the last chapter of our dissertation, ve will try to summarize 
what ve have discussed in the previous chapters and illustrated the 
ideas with examples from English translations of the Chinese Tang 
poems. The reason I stress translation of verse is because both 
translation and poetry have a close relationship vith language. In 
poetry, the meaning of a word is stretched to its greatest limit, 
indeed sometimes its meaning is extended or even changed and literary 
devices such as metaphor, pun, irony, alliteration are best illustrated 
through poetry. 
There is no such thing in poetry as an 
abstract "meaning", independent of its form, 
reducible to a formula, translatable in all 
idioms. Here the word constitutes its own 
universe,, obeys its own lawsf shapes its own 
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significance, and the poetic principle remains 
of such a private, intimate nature that to 
violate it is also to destroy the secret core 
of the work — which is precisely what a 
translation ought to preserve ("Translation 
and Creation", 57). 
In translating verse, translators perhaps meet their greatest 
challenge. On the other hand, due to the open-ended interpretation of 
poetry, the hermeneutic turn of translation is best illustrated by it. 
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Chapter 工工 Translation As Understanding 
In the traditional view of translation, fidelity or faithfulness 
to the original text is emphasized. In fact, it is the first law of 
translation. But the problem lies in what is meant by "fidelity" or 
"faithfulness". Is it the words of the original that the translator 
has to be faithful to, or is it the ideas? Should the translation read 
as a contemporary of the original or should it read as a contemporary 
of the translator? There have been endless arguments about these 
questions and probably there are sti l l no universally accepted 
principles of translation. My discussion will start with the question: 
"What is a perfect translation?" 
A perfect translation…conveys the spirit of 
the original author by giving us the words 
that he would have used had his language been 
that into which his writings are about to be 
translated (The Art of Translation, 139) 
There are, at least, three assumptions on which the above-mentioned 
extract is built. The first is that translation can be perfect. The 
second is that, by literal translation, that is translating word by 
word, the spirit of the original can be kept. The third assumption is 
that the meaning of a word in one language can be totally expressed by 
another word in another language. 
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, translation can never be 
perfect. "Translation is by definition a betrayal or traduction of the 
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original" {The Translator's Turn, 59). The fact that there is no 
perfection in translation can be seen from the infinite numbers of 
translated texts of certain works. If a perfect translation of a text 
appears, then the original can no longer be translatable. As Jacques 
Derrida puts it, the original text dies when it becomes untranslatable. 
Literal translation is believed to be the most faithful method of 
preserving the meaning of the original text. Of course, this kind of 
word by word translation assumes that equivalence can be found in the 
words of different languages. However, the meaning or rather meanings 
of a word are not easily defined. A word always contains some meaning 
which a dictionary cannot define. 
The simplest message conveyed by the means of 
natural language has to be interpreted because 
all the words are polysemic and take their 
actual meaning from the connection with a 
given context and a given audience against the 
background of a given situation {The 
Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 125). 
As Douglas Robinson Says, "native speakers of a language can argue 
forever over the connotations of a word" (The Translator's Turn, 15). 
Language is a living entity which changes from one moment to another. 
Every time we use a certain word, we mould its meaning. When we 
compare the word "nature" as used in the 16th or 17th century with its 
meaning nowadays, it is easy to see how the connotations of a word have 
changed so drastically. In the 16th or 17th century, "nature" meant 
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something mysterious, wild and frightening; today, it means a simple, 
less sophisticated and desirable environment. If even one single word 
changes so quickly and if it is so difficult to find an equivalent in 
another language which provides the polysemous and emotional 
connotation, what can the translator do with a simile, a metaphor or 
other literary devices? Rainer Schulte's comment perhaps best sums up 
the problem of literal translation: 
The literal translation focuses on the word as 
vord without considering the larger realm of 
the context of the work and its placement 
within a cultural and historical frame. The 
meaning these words project are difficult to 
capture within the possibilities of 
descriptive critical language, and they 
certainly transcend the limitations of 
dictionary definitions (The Craft of 
Translation, xi). 
Walter Benjamin in his famous "The Task of the Translator" also 
expresses his opinion on the literal translation: 
Fidelity in the translation of individual 
words can almost never fully reproduce the 
meaning they have in the original. For sense 
in its poetic significance is not limited to 
meaning, but derives from the connotations 
conveyed by the word chosen to express it . We 
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say of words that they have emotional 
connotations. A literal rendering of the 
syntax completely demolishes the theory of 
reproduction of meaning and is a direct threat 
to comprehensibility ("The Task of the 
Translator", 78). 
In Benjamin's view, not only does literal translation fail to render 
the meaning of the original text, it even threatens the TL readers/ 
comprehensibility of the meaning of the original. 
The significance of fidelity as ensured by 
literalness is that the work reflects the 
great longing for linguistic complementation» 
A translation is transparent; it does not 
cover the original, does not block its light, 
but allows the pure language, as though 
reinforced by its own medium, to shine upon 
the original all the more fully (79). 
The most puzzling words in the above-mentioned extract are "pure 
language". What does Benjamin mean by "pure language"? He says that 
it is the "ultimate essence" and "it is an active force in life as the 
symbolized thing itself, whereas it inhabits linguistic creations only 
in symbolized form" (79) . For him, the task of translation is to 
"regain pure language fully formed in the linguistic flux" (80). 
According to this, we can understand "pure language" as the essence of 
Language which transcends the limits of languages. Benjamin attributes 
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a metaphysical existence to "pure language" by claiming that languages 
are only symbols of i t . Of course, Benjamin's view frees translation 
from the word-by-vord primitive stage, but the translator is still left 
in the air because there can be endless arguments about the concept of 
pure language. If we sift through the complex vocabulary Benjamin 
uses, we can see that what he is really saying is that there is a 
meaning of the text which cannot be preserved by only translating the 
SL word by word into TL. His rationale is clearly revealed in the 
above-mentioned extract from "The Task of the Translator". Where then, 
is the meaning? From what Benjamin says, it seems that he believes that 
there is an original meaning hidden behind the words, that there is an 
original intention of the author which we can deduce from the text that 
it is the translator's task to transfer this hidden meaning from SL 
into TL. 
Proceeding from the task of translation, we now come to the task 
of the translator. According to Benjamin's argument, the task of the 
translator is to find out the pure language and "release in his ovn 
language that pure language which is under the spell of another, to 
liberate the language imprisoned in a work in his re-creation of that 
work" ("The Task of the Translator, 80). The translator is a re-
creator of the original work. In Benjamin's own words, 、 
The task of the translator consists in finding 
that intended effect [Intention](sic) upon the 
language into which he is translating which 
produces in it the echo of the original (76). 
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The practice of translation has, for a long time, remained a 
practical craft which has never been regarded as ail academic 
discipline. Certainly, this has something to do with the status of the 
translator. The traditional copyright bills have discriminated against 
the translators; and even today, there are so many restrictions on 
translators that they find it difficult to translate freely. They are 
like slaves of the original author whose vill and actions are dictated 
by the intention of the author or by the meaning of the original. 
The conventional view of translation puts the 
translator under pressure not simply to 
produce a version of the original that reads 
well or sounds right in the target language 
but also to understand and interpret the 
original masterfully so as to reproduce its 
messages faithfully. The very translation 
that imposes the interpretation attendant to 
its language should also offer an accurate 
interpretation, a re-presentation of the 
original ("The Measure of Translation 
Effects"f 37). 
The emphasis of the conventional view of translation, of course, is 
still on the word "faithfully". It seems that to the traditional 
critics, translators are agents who have special ability to communicate 
freely with the original authors and who, regardless of their cultural, 
historicalr ideological, political background, can see through the 
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intention of the authors transparently. To these critics, the most 
important task of the translator is to re-present the meaning of the 
original as if the author would have written it if s/he were using the 
target language. There are some critics who believe that the role of 
the translator is merely that of a bridge and caution against imposing 
or adding in anything to the original: 
There will be a constant danger that the 
translator will render into the goal language 
not just the meaning potential of the text, 
but the translator's own additions and 
responses {Factors in a Theory of Poetic 
Translating, 30). 
In the Chapter III/ when I discuss the hermeneutic theory, I shall 
explain why the role of the translators is so important and why a 
faithful re-presentation of the original is impossible. 
Theoretically, a text which is translated word by word from the 
original can only equal the original but can never transcend it. 
Nevertheless, a free translation can surpass the original because it 
can re-construct, transform or even make the original clearer to its 
readers. 
When it surpasses the original, the real 
translation infers that the source-text 
possesses potentialities, elemental reserves 
as yet unrealized by itself ("The Hermeneutic 
Motion", 302)• 
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George Steiner points out that the original is not always the best text 
and a real translation should recognize and realize the potentials of 
the original. "Potentials" be defined as the meaning of the text. We 
all recognize the fact that some writers, especially non-literary ones, 
have excellent materials, but they do not possess the ability to 
express them or to arrange them in such a way that the reader can 
understand the text. Alternatively, their writing style is too boring 
or too chaotic. • The task of the translator, therfore, is to preserve 
the author's meaning by putting it in a way which can be understood by 
the readers. And this is something which literal translation cannot 
achieve. 
A translator is accountable to the diachronic 
and synchronic mobility and conservation of 
the energies of meaning ("The Hermeneutic 
Motion", 303). 
By "the energies of meaning", George Steiner indicates that meaning is 
not static. Rather, it is fluid, living and changeable. It moves vith 
time. A translator's task is to recognize the motion of meaning and 
also to conserve its moving ability, for when a meaning stops to move, 
it dies r it disappears. 
All context is diachronic and the field of 
meaning, of tonality, of associative range is 
in motion. The translator may choose the 
right word and grammatical turn, but he knows 
its later history; inevitably, the spectrum of 
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connotations is that of his own age and 
locale. Even where he finds the precise 
chronological equivalent, the objects or facts 
of feeling referred to are embedded in his own 
modern perception of them ("The Hermeneutic 
Motion"f 334). 
I have already discussed the connotations of words above• I said that 
the connotation
 ;
of words is something which, strictly speaking, one 
cannot find in the dictionaries and probably everyone has a slightly 
different attitude to the connotations of a particular word. 
Connotations, like meaning, also change from time to time. When the 
translator chooses the right word, that word may have a meaning 
different from the time the original text was written. Even if the 
translator recognizes the discrepancy, the readers may not. So, in 
order to transmit the right meaning or the right feeling, the 
translator has to find a word which is equivalent to the original in 
his/her contemporary world. This is such an important task because 
meaning is very sensitive and changes so quickly that it is almost 
beyond our grasp. And since any act of translation, is a transfer from 
past to present, the temporal dimension must not be neglected. 
If we consider the temporal problem can be solved by using 
contemporary concepts and words, then what about the political, 
ideological, social, or philosophical dimensions? 0rf simply put, what 
about the cultural dimension? When the translation involves putting a 
Chinese poem into English, should the translator bring the Chinese 
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culture into English or should s/he transform the Chinese culture into 
English culture? Thomas Lask states in "The World of Translation" that 
"getting the qualities of one culture into another brings us, perhaps 
nearer the heart of the problem [of translation]" (78). This problem 
is a double-edged sword. If the translator brings the Chinese culture 
into English, the first problem that arises is : Can the English 
language express the Chinese culture? A famous example is Ezra Pound's 
translations of Chinese landscape poetry. The so-called "montage" 
technique in ,the Chinese landscape poetry is preserved in Pound's 
translation; however, the grammatical structure of English is 
completely demolished. Almost none of the characteristics of the 
English language is preserved in Pound
1
s translation. 
The alternative is to transform the Chinese culture into English 
culture. This way, the English language is kept intact, but the 
Chinese culture is not Chinese anymore. 
A text is a heterogeneous artifact, composed 
of disruptive forms of semiosis like polysemy 
and intertexuality...link it to a particular 
historical moment. It is these social and 
historical affiliations that are inscribed in 
the choice of a foreign text for translation 
and in the materiality of the translated text, 
in its discursive strategy and its range of 
allusiveness for the target-language reader 
{Rethinking Translation, 9). 
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If the only two alternatives are much less than perfect, then it 
follows that the decision must be made by the translator. According to 
Lavrence Venuti, even the choice of the foreign text has something to 
do with the social and historical atmosphere at that time. In his 
introduction to his volume of Chinese translations, A.C. Graham says 
that Pound's "art of translating Chinese poetry is a by-product of the 
Imagist Movement" {The Poetry of Ezra Pound, 145-6) r and Pound himself, 
in his essay "Chinese Poetry" also links the principles of Imagism and 
Chinese poetry together: It is because Chinese poetry has certain 
qualities of vivid presentation; and because certain Chinese poets have 
been content to set forth their matter without moralizing and without 
comment" (147) . Pound is drawing upon the Chinese poetry to put forth 
the Imagist Movement. 
A translation emerges as an active 
reconstitution of the foreign text mediated by 
the irreducible linguistic, discursive, and 
ideological differences of the target-language 
culture ... the analysis of translation can 
also include its ideological and institutional 
determinations, resulting in detailed studies 
that situate the translated text in its social 
and historical circumstances and consider its 
cultural political role [Rethinking 
Translation, 10). 
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In Lawrence Venuti's view, the two alternatives are not exclusive. 
Since the SL and TL are living beings, they will react actively to the 
shaping force of the translator. The SL is the original and for this 
reason, it can be said to have the greater authority in the outcome of 
their dialogue; however, it can also be considered to be in a more 
passive role. In Ezra Pound's translation of Chinese poems, while the 
SL, to a great degree, determines the form of the translated text, it 
also suffers some loss in the connotations of the original words or the 
equivocal quality resulting from the loose grammar in Chinese language. 
The TL has a smaller say in the dialogue and the result is that its 
grammar suffers virtual extinguishment. Nevertheless, ve cannot say 
that the TL has not mediated the translation. The very fact that the 
translated text in TL demonstrates that the cultural, ideological 
quality of TL has mediated the meaning of the text. 
There have been arguments about whether a text should be 
translated as a contemporary of its own or a contemporary of the 
translator. Following the afore-mentioned arguments, since the meaning 
and connotations of words and concepts change over a period of time, 
even if we translated a text as a contemporary of its ovn, the meaning 
of the text might not be preserved. In fact, the readers may fail to 
arrive at the real meaning of the words or they may understand them in 
their modern sense. As Thomas Lask states in "The World of 
Translation": 
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A good translation should be very much of its 
own time, a work satisfying to and in a sense 
representing the sensibility of the age into 
which it has been reworked, a regrounding of 
the original into contemporary terms (78). 
This also explains why a famous text undergoes new translations all the 
time because over a period of time, any one translated text will become 
outdated. Over a longer period of time, even reading the literature of 
our own language involves some kind of translation. Geroge Steiner 
remarks that: 
Any thorough reading of a text out of the past 
of ones' own language and literature is a 
manifold act of interpretation. In the great 
majority of cases, this act is hardly 
performed or even consciously recognized • •, 
When reading any piece of English prose after 
about 1800 and most verse, the general reader 
assumes that the words on the page, with a fev 
"difficult" or whimsical exceptions mean what 
they would in his own idiom ("Understanding As 
Translation's 17)• 
Contrary to George Steiner
r
s view which is that the mere reading of a 
text out of the historical past is in itself an act of interpretation, 
I think that any act of reading is interpretation. It is always 
performed, although , it is true that this is hardly consciously 
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recognized. Whenever we read anything, we try to understand what the 
text says. We can only understand it when we assimilate the text and 
interpret it in our ovn words. If we are not equipped vith certain 
concepts, there is no way that we can make out the meaning of the text. 
In other words, interpretation is a kind of translation: we translate 
the words of the text into our own words in order to comprehend it . We 
will have more discussion on this in Chapter III. 
This said, translation is also interpretation. The first task of 
the translator is to read the original text before beginning the 
translation. I have said that any act of reading involves 
interpretation. The act of interpretation of the translator should be 
consciously recognized because s/he has to clarify any ambiguous words 
or phrases or concepts in the text, and most important of all, s/he 
must understand the meaning of the text before being able to translate 
it into another language. A translator should understand the text 
differently than the author. 
H.G. Gadamer in his Truth And Method spells out the relation 
between hermeneutics and translation: 
For every translator is an interpreter. The 
fact that a foreign language is being 
translated means that this is simply an 
extreme case of hermeneutical difficulty --
i.e., of alienness and its conquest. In fact 
all the "objects" with which traditional 
hermeneutics is concerned are alien in the 
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same unequivocally defined sense. The 
translator's task of re-creation differs only 
in degree, not in kind, from the general 
hermeneutical task that any text presents 
(387). 
According to this theory of interpretation, the translator is 
freed from the slavery of the author because s/he knows more than the 
author himself and has the free will to interpret the text. In 
Chapter III, when I discuss the hermeneutic theories, we will see how 
the interpretation of a text depends very much on the translator. In 
addition, I shall dispel the traditional viev that sees translator 
merely as a tool or a bridge. A translator is a living being and no 
being can live without subjectivity and be born without historicity. 
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Chapter 工工工 Hermeneutics and Translation 
As mentioned in Chapter I, hermeneutics was a theory of 
interpreting the Holy Scripture before the eighteenth century. 
Schleiermacher, the founder of modern hermeneutics, extended it to a 
theory of interpretation which enjoyed universality in human knowledge. 
In this chapter, I shall focus on how the concepts of understanding and 
interpretation of Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer can be of 
relevance to our study of translation. 
Martin Heidegger in his Being and Time gives an important place 
to the concept of understanding: 
Understanding is the existential Being of 
Dasein 's own potentiality-for-Being; and it is 
so in such a way that this Being discloses in 
itself what its Being is capable of (184). 
According to Heidegger's philosophy, Dasein's potentiality-for-Being 
exists in understanding. Therefore, the act of understanding is not 
only essential for the existence of Dasein, but is primordial to its 
existence. The existence of Dasein is disclosed in understanding. 
Moreover, understanding discloses the potentiality of Being. Dasein 
knows what its potentiality-for-Being is capable of through 
understanding. 
Besides, understanding makes up Dasein's "sight" [Sicht] (186) 
and through this "sight", whatever ve understand has the structure of 
something as something. "In the mere encountering of something, it is 
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understood in terms of a totality of involvements" (189) and this 
"totality of involvements" involves the totality of Being. 
According to Heidegger, every act of interpretation is grounded 
in fore-havingf fore-sight and fore-conception (191). Fore-having is 
something ve have in advance; indeed, it is the totality of Being 
because Being is essentially made up of everything ve understood 
before. Fore-sight is the point of view which guides the act of 
appropriation of something vhich we have taken into our fore-having. 
Anything understood which is held in our fore-
having and towards vhich we set out sights 
"foresightedly"f becomes conceptualizable 
through the interpretation. In such an 
interpretation, the way in which the entity ve 
are interpreting is to be conceived can drawn 
from the entity itself, or the interpretation 
can force the entity into concepts (191). 
Fore-conception is something we grasp in advance. Our fore-conception 
determines our conceiving of the entity ve interpret. 
The conceptualization of the entity is determined by our 
concepts. On the individual level, no two persons have exactly the 
same concepts even though they share the same culture. Oil the macro 
level, many concepts are culture specific and may not be known to 
speakers of other languages. When ve encounter something which is 
incomprehensible to us, what we usually do is to try to appropriate it 
into the concepts we have in advance. 
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When a translator is reading a text, if it is in a language other 
than his/her own language, even if s/he is very familiar with the 
language and culture of SL, s/he vill understand the meaning of the 
text in terms of her/his own concepts acquired in his/her mother-
tongue, which shapes [his/her] fore-having, fore-sight, and fore-
conception" (192). The translator may not be conscious of this act of 
understanding. But s/he vill be forced to be conscious of it when some 
culture-specific concepts arise and it is almost impossible to 
translate it into his mother tongue literally in a way that readers 
will understand the concepts. Therefore, s/he is forced to interpret 
the meaning of the concepts as something similar in the culture of TL. 
In other words, s/he appeals to what s/he understood in advance. On 
the other hand, when the original text is in his/her native language, 
the process is reversed. After s/he has finished reading the text and 
achieves an understanding of it, s/he will try to appropriate the 
meaning, with regard to the different concepts of TL, of the original 
to TL. Of course, this also depends on his/her understanding of TL. 
S/He tries to translate the meaning in terms of "something as 
something" in order to make the readers understand the meaning because 
it is assumed that they do not possess or, at best have very little 
knowledge of SL and its culture and concepts. A case in point is the 
translation of English terms into Chinese. The problem arises because 
some terms are specific to the English culture and an equivalent term 
does not exist in Chinese. For example, the word "wit" which the 
Oxford Dictionary defines as "the quality of speech or writing which 
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consists in the apt association of thought and expression calculated to 
surprise and delight by its unexpectedness; later always vith reference 
to the utterance of brilliant or sparkling things in an amusing way." 
The Chinese translation of "wit" is feng-qu S 趣 .feng 風 means 
feng-ge 風格 (writing style), feng-shang 風尚 (fashion, 
vogue)• qu 趣 means qing-qu 情趣 (intriguing), yl-qu意趣 
(charm of suggestion in writing)f yi-wei ® 1¾ (interesting). So, 
the Chinese translation of "vit" only suggests an interesting, 
intriguing or charming writing style, without any implication that the 
charm is provoked by some amusing or interesting thought. 
From Heidegger, we move to H.G, Gadamer's notion of historicity. 
If we are trying to understand a historical 
phenomenon from the historical distance that 
is characteristic of our hermeneutical 
situation, we are always already affected by 
history. It determines in advance both what 
seems to us worth inquiring about and what 
vill appear as an object of investigation... 
{Truth And Methodr 300). 
The Principle of History of Effect (Wirkungsgeschichte) asserts that 
history affects our understanding of a "historical phenomenon". Any 
phenomenon, which is to be understood by us, is something that has 
happened, and in a sense, belongs to history‘ Besides, because history 
of effect also determines the kind of question we are going to ask, and 
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h o w v e
 ask the question, therefore, in a wayr also determines the 
answer. 
If we go back to translation, we can see that even the choice of 
text to be translated is not as innocent as it seems. There is 
something which pre-determines the choice of materials. That something 
is the effect of history ever present in our hermeneutical situation. 
The translator may be conscious or unconscious of the effect of 
history. However, to have objective knowledge of the historical effect 
is a difficult task which requires absolute objectivity. To be 
conscious of the historical effect is to recognize our hermeneutical 
situation. As Gadamer points out " [t]he very idea of a situation means 
that ve are not standing outside it and hence are unable to have any 
objective knowledge of it" (301) . When we are situated in a 
hermeneutical situation, which we always are, our interpretation and 
understanding are affected by the effect of history and it is 
impossible to be objective. Consequently, it is almost an 
impossibility for us to be conscious of the effect of history which is 
affecting our understanding. Most probably, we take everything for 
granted and assume that our understanding of anything is objective and 
without bias. In the cause of a translator, the effect of history 
affects his/her choice of text and method of translation, which in 
turn, of course, also determines the reception of the translated text 
and its outcome. A text is considered to be a historical phenomenon 
because once the words are written down, they become a part of the 
past, beyond the constraints of the author. It is free from the 
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original intention of the author and its meaning is to be partially 
determined by the readers. Translation is historical in nature 
because, strictly speaking, all translations, with the exception of 
simultaneous interpretation, are from past to present. Due to its 
historical nature, translation is not free from the effect of history. 
Dasein (Being-there)f by the very idea of Be-ing-there is spatial 
and temporal in nature. The spatial nature has to do with the 
situatedness (Situationsgebund- enheit) of Being. The temporal nature 
points to the idea that Dasein is essentially a being in time. 
[A]n understanding is rooted in a situation, 
it represents a point of view, a-perspective, 
on what it represents. There is no absolute, 
aperspectival standpoint...from which to see 
all possible perspectives. Interpretation is 
necessarily a historical process... (The 
Critical Circle, 52) 
Since Dasein is a temporal being, interpretation is not only a process 
of repeating the past but a process of appropriation of past and 
present. Gadamer calls this "fusion of horizons" 
(Horizontverschmelzung) • "The horizon is the range of vision that 
includes everything that can be seen from a particular vantage point" 
(Truth And Method, 302). The horizon of the past which is affected by 
the consciousness of history, is not a closed horizon. It is forever 
in motion. Needless to say, the horizon of the present is also in 
motion all the time. ' Interpretation involves fusion of these horizons. 
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In understanding a historical phenomenon, it is not true that we have 
to transpose ourselves into the historical horizon. 
In traditional hermeneutics, Schleiermacher and Dilthey believed 
that interpretation was a process of psychological reconstruction in 
vhich we had to bring our consciousness back to the historical milieu 
in which the work was written. And accordingly, after we transposed 
ourselves into the horizon of the author, we were able to re-construct 
the creating process of the original text; and by so doing, discover 
the author's intention and the original meaning of the text. This is 
the "intention fallacy" which believes that there is a meaning lying 
behind the work and there is only one absolute, correct interpretation 
of the work. Any literary work is vritten in a specific historical 
moment. A work means something to its contemporary world, but what has 
it to do with us? If its meaning has nothing to do with us as readers 
of the 20th century, why do we read it? The fact that some literary 
works are still being read after several centuries shows that they have 
meanings for readers of different era, because it is highly improbable 
that anyone would read anything which means nothing to them. If 
readers in different epochs are to be able to find some meanings of the 
text significant to them, there should not be an absolute and single 
interpretation of the text. Since the words cannot be changed once 
they are written down, the variable factor is the reader vho interprets 
the text. "The horizon of understanding cannot be limited either by 
what the writer originally had in mind or by the horizon of the person 
to whom the text was originally addressed" (395). When the text is 
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written down, the author may intend to convey some meanings to his 
ideal reader. However, this does not mean that the meaning of the text 
has to be limited by the "original" intention of the author. The text 
is independent from the author. Its meaning, therefore, cannot be 
restricted by the original intention of the author. The author's 
intended meaning merely becomes one of the possible interpretations of. 
the text. The horizon of understanding is a fusion of horizons: the 
historical horizon of the text, the past horizon of the reader and the 
present horizon of the reader. 
[T]he interpreter's own thoughts too have gone 
into re-awakening the text's meaning. In this 
the interpreter's own horizon is decisive, yet 
not as a personal standpoint that he maintains 
or enforces r but more as an opinion and a 
possibility that one brings into play and puts 
at risk, and that helps one truly to make 
one's own what the text says (388). 
The idea is that in understanding a historical phenomenon, the 
historical text, the present and past horizons of the interpreter also 
come into play. Indeed, the notion "to make one's own what the text 
says" is very central to Gadamer's thought. "[U]nderstanding always 
involves something like applying the text to be understood to the 
interpreter
1
s present situation" (308). To understand a text is to 
apply the meanings of the text to our present situation, to make it 
meaningful and significant to us. "To understand it does not mean 
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primarily to reason one's way back into the past, but to have a present 
involvement in what is said" (391) . This undoubtedly states Gadamer's 
thought very clearly. However, it does not firmly assert the operation 
of the effect of historical consciousness. 
According to the effect of history, it is impossible for us to 
transpose ourselves into the historical horizon identical with the one 
lived by the author of the literary vork. The argument is that our 
whole conception of the past is mediated by the books r or any 
recordings left by our forebears. The most objective pictures we can 
possibly get are their interpretations of their contemporary world or 
the historical world. To sum up in Gadamer's words: "something of the 
historicity of the historian's own understanding is already at work in 
his choice of objects and in the rubrics under which he places the 
object as a historical problem" ("On the Problem of Self-
Understanding", 48) . Heidegger says that our fore-structure determines 
the question we ask, how we ask it and what answer we will get, 
Similarly, the historicity of the historians determines the questions 
they ask and the historical events they put into records. 
So, even if we were able to transpose ourselves into the 
historical horizon of the author, it would only be a mediated 
interpretation of the past. It is impossible for us to return to the 
objective historical past. What we have is our interpretation of our 
ancestors' version of the past. 
,[A]11 understanding inevitably involves some prejudice" {Truth 
And Method, 270) . By "prejudice", Gadamer does mean he has any 
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negative connotations in mind which he later explains: "Actually, 
'prejudice' means a judgment that is rendered before all the elements 
that determine a situation have been finally examined" (270) . So, 
"prejudice" does not denote any negative consequence, it only means a 
"pre-judgment". Similar to Heidegger's fore-structure, Gadamer 
believes that our understanding is founded on a horizon of 
expectations. Even before ve read a text, we have a set of 
expectations of the text. For example, if a title of a book tells us 
that it is collection of fairy tales, ve will be expecting to read 
something like "Once upon a time", "palace", "Prince and Princess", 
"They lived happily together forever", etc. If the book is a science 
fiction, we will not be surprised when the novel begins with "HARI 
SELDON…born in the 11,988th year of the Galactic Era: died 12,069. 
The dates are more commonly given in terms of the current Foundational 
Era As -79 to the year 1 F.E." 2 If ve do not expect this book to be a 
science fiction but a literary criticism, ve probably think that there 
is a printing error concerning the date. Of course, these two examples 
are extreme cases, but the generic classification serves as a paradigm 
of the plan "pre-judgment". It shows that without "pre-judgment", we 
would not even be able to understand a fiction written in modern 
English. 
This kind of prejudice does not only influence how we receive a 
,work, but also determines our interpretations of the text. To put it 
2
 This is taken from Issac Asimov's Foundation, London: Grafton Books, 
1990. 
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in a radical way, we can say that one only sees what one expects to 
see. That is, our pre-judgment has decided our interpretation of the 
text even before ve read it . 
A person who is trying to understand a text is 
always projecting. He projects a meaning for 
the text as a whole as soon as some initial 
meaning emerges in the text. Again, the 
initial meaning emerges only because he is 
reading the text with particular expectations 
in regard to a certain meaning. Working out 
this fore-conception, which is constantly 
revised in terms of what emerges as he 
penetrates into the meaning, is understanding 雀 
what is there {Truth And Method, 267). 
Gadamer is talking about a hermeneutical circle which ve cannot avoid. 
Our pre-judgment determines the initial meaning of the text and this 
initial meaning in turn determines our fore-structure for reading the 
other parts of the text. 
All this may sound too relative and subjective, thereby which 
undermining hermeneutics
1
 claim as the valid interpretation theory. 
But this is not so. Hermeneutics does not point out the subjectivity 
of the interpreter with the aim of letting everyone interpret the text 
freely and without any objective concern. "The important thing is to be 
aware of one's own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its 
otherness and thus asserts its own truth against one's own fore-
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meanings" (269). The aim of pointing out the subjectivity of 
interpretations is to warn interpreters to be aware of their own bias, 
so that in interpreting the text, they do not destroy the otherness, 
the alieness of the text. Their task is to fuse the horizon of the text 
with their own horizon, to produce the most valid interpretation of the 
text in respective situations. 
In Being and Time, Heidegger points out that: 
in our interpretation, we have understood that 
our first, last, and constant task is never to 
allow our fore-having, fore-sight, and fore-
conception to be presented to us by fancies 
and popular conceptions, but rather to make 
the scientific theme secure by working out 
these fore-structures in terms of the things 
themselves" (195). 
Our fore-structures cannot be carried away by fancies or popular 
conceptions. But for Gadarner, prejudice can be discredited by "human 
authority" and "overhastiness" {Truth And Methodr 271) . "Human 
authority" is tradition which broadly includes anything that is written 
down. The danger is that we hesitate to trust our own understanding, 
so we surrender our reason to the authority, since "the sheer fact that 
something is written down gives it authority" (272). However, the 
problem is it is difficult to distinguish what is opinion and what is 
truth since opinion can be untrue. 
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As mentioned in Chapter I, hermeneutics and translation have a 
very close relationship. Both have the potentiality of blending the 
alien vith the familiar: for interpretation, it is the fusion of 
horizons; for translation, it is the blending of two cultures and two 
languages. 
To sum up my discussion on hermeneutics and translation, I quote 
from Gadamer's Truth And Method: 
For every translator is an interpreter. The 
fact that a foreign language is being 
translated means that is simply an extreme 
case of hermeneutical difficulty - i.e., of 
alieness and its conquest. In fact all the 
"objects" vith which traditional hermeneutics 
is concerned are alien in the same 
unequivocally defined sense. The translator's 
task of re-creation differs only in degree, 
not in kind, from the general hermeneutical 
task that any text presents (387). 
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Chapter IV Language and Translation 
The traditional view of translation usually considers language as 
a dead object, totally surrendered to the manipulation of human beings. 
It was believed that the meaning of words is controlled and defined by 
dictionaries. Therefore, perfect translation is possible provided that 
the translator is veil—equipped with a good bilingual dictionary. All 
he has to do is to look up the counterpart of SL in TL and write it 
down. Then, his job is finished. However, we have to recognize the 
fact that language is NOT a dead entity, it is "fluid, living, 
changeable, turbulent and untameable as life itself" ("On the 
Impossibility of Translation", 363)• Indeed, the meaning of a word 
changes so quickly that no dictionary, however recent can capture its 
contemporary meaning. This explains why the classics get translated 
and translated again. The rationale is that words become out-dated 
after a certain period of time, or the meaning of a word alters so much 
that it no longer carries the meaning as intended in the original text. 
If we take this into consideration, we will discover that, after 
all, the meaning of a word is actually determined by its usage, that 
is, its meaning is re-defined every time it is used. If so, then 
perhaps it is not rash to say that the meaning of a word varies for 
every person. 
In addition, the meaning of a vord is not only what it means, but 
also the image, the picture it conjures up when we use i t . There are 
various kinds of connotations: ideological, emotional, critical, etc. 
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For instance, take the word "red": what is the meaning of it? The 
Collins Cobuild dictionary tells you it is the colour of blood or of a 
ripe tomato. But is that all it means? No. It is also associated with 
the communist, the terrible seizure of half of Europe by this red 
fever, by this communism, It is also associated vith blood-shed, 
violence, war and strife. For the Chinese, it is also usually 
associated vith all the auspicious and happy events, especially 
marriage, birth, New Year, etc. Isn't it fascinating that the colour 
of a ripe tomato has so many different connotations in different 
cultures? 
Take one more word, "gay". In more old-fashioned English, a 
person who is gay is lively and enjoyable to be vith. But nowadays, it 
has taken on the meaning of "homosexual". And this has almost made us 
reluctant to describe a happy and lively person as gay, lest the 
readers or listeners will be confused by the tvo meanings. In fact, 
the word now actually has a negative connotation, at least in common 
usage in the Hong Kong society. 
I mentioned in Chapter I that if the translator is not the most 
important factor in the act of translation, then language must be. If 
we consider what has already been discussed, it seems translation is 
almost impossible because of the fluidity and changeability of the 
meaning of language. In fact, the reason for the impossibility of 
translation is even more complex than I have hitherto illustrated. As 
Elsa Gress suggests in "The Art of Translating": 
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Already in the early nineteenth century, W. 
von Humboldt was aware that the real 
difference between languages is not one of 
sounds or signs, but one of Wei tanschauungen, 
or attitudes to life (55). 
Humboldt's interest in the individual's attitudes to life is not a 
turning away from the universality of the concept of language. 
"Rather, for him there exists an indissoluble connection between 
individuality and universal nature …the study of the individuality 
of linguistic phenomena is itself intended as a means of insight into 
the whole of human language" {Truth And Methodr 439) . He views 
languages as "mirrors of the individual mentalities of the nations" 
(440). Humboldt's claim, of course, builds on the identification of 
language and thought. He states that "language is the formative organ 
of thought .. . It and the language .. . form a unity and are 
indivisible from one anther." (The Hermeneutics Reader, 100). The 
individuality of language and thought makes it explicit that different 
languages mean different ways of thinking. If we go back to Gadamer
1
 s 
remarks, we will be certain that Humboldt believes that a language 
represents a particular world view and that world view is a reflection 
of the mentalities of each nation. In Humboldt's notions, he does not 
distinguish whether language shapes the world viev or the world view 
creates the language. 
Heidegger takes a more radical stand. He claims that "language 
is the house of being" ("The Nature of Language"f 63) in which he means 
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nothing exists as a thing before a word is given to it . Language gives 
being to the thing. So, it is language above being. 
What we speak of, language is always ahead of 
us. Our speaking merely follows language 
constantly. Thus we are continually lagging 
behind what we first ought to have overtaken 
and taken up in order to speak about it . 
Language is always ahead of us because it gives being to us, to things. 
So, when we are discussing language, we are using meta-language to 
discuss language, thus we are only following and chasing after 
language, and we are deemed to lag behind forever. And when we speak 
of language, it is inadequate that we use language to discuss language. 
The linguists, of course, call this language "meta-language" but it is 
a fact that meta-language is also a language and therefore is always 
ahead of us. 
For Gadamer, historicity of language is vhat makes every language 
have a different view of the world. 
Verbal form and traditionary content cannot be 
separated in the hermeneutic experience. If 
every language is a view of the world, it is 
so not primarily because it is a particular 
type of language . •. but because of what is 
said or handed down in this language {Truth 
And Methodf 441) • 
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The emphasis of Gadamer
1
 s remark is on the role of tradition in the 
development of language. Tradition claims authority over us. And 
according to Gadamer, vhat affects the development of language is the 
tradition handed down in the language. Every word carries with it a . 
historicity which connects the past and the present. The meaning of a 
word, or rather the picture conjured up by a word is determined not 
only by its present meaning, but also by its whole history of meaning. 
Of course, its meaning is also determined by our understanding of that 
historicity, since we may be using a word without being conscious of 
its historicity. 
George Steiner in After Babel points out that "every generation 
retranslates the classics, out of a vital compulsion for immediacy and 
precise echo, so every generation use language to build its resonant 
past" (29) . According to Steiner's view, historicity and language have 
a reciprocal effect. Whenever we use a word, we vake into the 
historicity of that word because to understand the text fully, we have 
to know the historical circumstances under which the text was written. 
On the other hand, in translating the classics, we try to understand 
the past in our own language and therefore, re-build the historical 
world or re-interpret the past by our own concepts. 
...every language has a life of its own ,.. 
in it one vividly senses "the way in which the 
distant past is still connected with the 
feeling of the present since language has 
passed through the sensations of earlier 
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generations and has preserved their 
inspiration (441). 
Language is a Being in itself, and like other Beings, it has a life and 
a historicity. As a Being, its meaning is understood by the fusion of 
its horizons of the past and the present. It seems to suggest that our 
understanding of language depends on our historicity and horizon. 
However, Gadamer says that, 
••. in language the order and structure of our 
experience itself is originally formed and 
constantly changed .. . It is from language as 
a medium that our whole experience of the 
world, and especially hermeneutical 
experience, unfolds (457). 
As developed from Heidegger's notion, Gadamer thinks that our 
experience only becomes an experience when we can put it into words. 
Like the being of Being, the being of experience is also unfolded in 
language. Gadamer thinks that our experience is given shape by 
language. Thus it passed on in the linguistic form as tradition, as 
Gadamer himself says that anything written down becomes tradition. 
Tradition, then, in turn influences the historicity, thus, the meaning 
of language. The argument is typically one of the hermeneutical 
circle. 
Moreover, language is the "universal medium" (475) of the 
mediation of past and present, thus the historical consciousness' 
because man's relation to the world, to past and present is verbal in 
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nature. Without language, it is impossible to pass on knowledge or 
tradition. Therefore, when we learn a language, we also learn the 
history and tradition to which this particular language belongs. 
Gadamer says that "language speaks us" (463) and "man's being-in-
the-world is primordially linguistic" (443). If the being of a Being 
is given by language, how is it possible that other words in other 
languages can denote the same Being? The meaning of the translated 
word in TL probably bears some resemblance with the meaning of the 
original word in SL, but they are not the same. Consequently, if that 
is the case, is it not true that only that particular word can 
sufficiently describe a Being in a particular verbal world? It seems 
that translation is made impossible by this. 
The agony of translation consists ultimately 
in the fact that the original words seems to 
be inseparable from the things they refer to, 
so that to make a text intelligible one often 
has to give an interpretive paraphrase of it 
rather than translate it (402). 
Therefore, translation is an interpretation rather than a transference 
for Gadamer. 
As a continuation of Humboldt's view of language, Gadamer 
believes that people speak different languages view the world 
differently: 
[T]he verbal wor^ d in which we live is not a 
barrier that prevents knowledge of being-in-
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itself but fundamentally embraces everything 
in which our insight can be enlarged and 
deepened. It is true that those who are 
brought up in a particular linguistic and 
cultural tradition see the world in a 
different way from those who belong to other 
traditions (447). 
However, Gadamer differs from Humboldt in that Humboldt thinks that "to 
learn a foreign language involves acquiring a new standpoint in regard 
to one's previous world view". For Gadamer, it is not the problem of 
acquiring a new world-view. Rather, it is a fusion of the verbal 
worlds of languages. Our insight into the world can be enlarged and 
deepened when we acquire knowledge of another language. The horizon of 
language, thus, is an open one, not a closed one. As Habermas points 
out in his review of Gadamer's Truth and Method, "the first grammar 
that we learn to master already puts us in a position to step out of it 
and to interpret what is foreign, to make comprehensible what initially 
is incomprehensible" (A Review of Gadamer
1
s Truth and Method", 213). 
Habermas calls this the "open structure of ordinary language" (219) 
which, on the one hand, enables the language to further develop its own 
system of rules； and, on the other hand, opens the language to the 
influence of other languages. Another point is that our view of the 
verbal world of another language cannot be pure because the verbal 
world of our first language has fused into i t . This makes it possible 
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for us to understand a translated text due to the fact that our verbal 
world can be extended and enlarged infinitely. 
For Gadamer, the whole problem of translation is to preserve and ‘ 
make understood the meaning of a text in a new verbal world. But this 
cannot be done through a literary translation of the text, since 
according to Gadamer, "the subject matter can scarcely be separated 
from the language" (387), as we have seen. 
[T]he translation of a text ... however much 
the translator may have dealt with and 
empathized with his author, cannot be simply a 
re-awakening of the original process in the 
writer
1
s mind; rather, it is necessarily a re-
creation of the text guided by the way the 
translator understands what it says (386). 
The primary problem of translation derives from the "fundamental gulf" 
of languages. Since a language constitutes a verbal world, the words 
accordingly denote the things in that world. And it seems impossible 
that other words in another language can name the things as well as 
those words, or in extreme cases, there may be literally no suitable 
words to name the things which exist in a particular verbal world. 
Therefore, the translator is forced to make choices. He has to give a 
paraphrase of the text based on his own understanding and he has to 
find a way to bridge the unbridgeable gulf of the two languages. 
John L. Mish in his "The World as Language" points out the 
impossibility of translation due to the nature of language: 
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The translator faces the formidable task of 
conveying to another culture the intricacies 
of the original …the translator must try to 
transpose the meaning and underlying thought 
of the original into another language and 
cultural background, which ideally cannot be 
done. 
The thing or concept only exists in a particular verbal world. Its 
being is given by the language in which the world is built• Thus, the 
task of the translator is to find a new identity, a new being for the 
things of the original text in the new verbal world. Ideally, it is an 
impossible job. 
To sum up what has so far been discussed, human beings are not 
the master of language; rather, language is primordial of the Being of 
our being and it also gives existence to things. The human world is 
linguistic in nature. Since different languages constitute different 
verbal worlds, it is impossible for the translator to transpose the 
original text perfectly from one verbal world into another. Moreover, 
due to the fluid and changeable nature of language, the great works of 
literature are re-translated again and again which also shows that 
there is no perfect translation. 
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Chapter V Translation of Tang Poetry 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the reason for selecting 
translation of poetry as illustration is that both translation and 
poetry share a close relationship with language. In poetry, the 
meaning of words is modified, changed or extended through the figures 
of speech, such as metaphor, or, the meaning of the words is enlarged 
because of the context in which the words are used. In translation, 
the SL and TL both undergo changes through the process of translation. 
Language is set in motion in many ways, but no 
relations to language do so more than those 
named translation and poetry. Both belong to 
the same site, both have an essential relation 
to the edges of language, and both according 
to Holdetlin are governed by the same measure. 
Both push language beyond, at times beneath, 
itself, setting it on its way. ("Hermeneutics 
and the Poetic Motion", 4) 
Furthermore, George Qusha remarks in his "New Aspects of Translation" 
that "the necessity for authentic translation is basically of the same 
kind as the necessity for poetry: that is, for real language, for 
language which serves deeper needs than we are normally able to meet" 
(203). 
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Poetry poses the greatest challenge for the translator 
essentially because poetry offers the readers freer interpretation in 
comparison to technical writings or even a novel. Moreover, poetry is 
said to be the most compressed form of use of language. Every word in 
a poem is meaningful and invariably carries many connotations which 
makes it difficult for a successful translation. As observed by 
Gadamer, a word in a language points to a particular object in that 
verbal world and theoretically, there should not be any word in another 
language which can denote the same thing. Words in poetry are a 
particular case in point, because they are polysemic and poetry always 
allows free interpretation among these polysemic meanings. Jean Paris 
points out the dilemma of translating poetry in "Translation and 
Creation": 
There is no such thing in poetry as an 
abstract "meaning", independent of its form, 
reducible to a formula, translatable in all 
idioms. Here the word constitutes its own 
universe, obeys its own laws, shapes its own 
significance, and the poetic principle remains 
of such a private, intimate nature that to 
violate it is also to destroy the secret core 
of the work -- which is precisely what a 
translation ought to preserve (57)• 
T.KL Savoy says in The Art of Translation that "losses in translation 
occur only vhen the original words contain something more than their 
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plain meanings" (77). This is precisely what makes poetry meaningful, 
i.e. the words mean much more than their literal meaning when put 
into a special context of metrical rhythm, emotion, and figures of 
speech. All this makes not only perfect translation impossible but it 
also makes the task of translation difficult. 
Metaphor, perhaps, suffers the greatest loss in meaning in the 
process of translation. Charles E. Reagan says that metaphor is the 
main procedure of "poetic discourse" (The Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 
120-1). Paul Ricoeur says in The Rule of Metaphor that "Metaphor is 
counted among the 'changes of meaning
1
" (111) and this kind of 
innovation of meaning is "always sudden" (116) . It is so sudden that 
it probably takes a longer time for the reading public to accept it as 
well as a much longer time to diffuse itself into the daily use of 
language. 
Metaphor is said to be an "abridged simile" which does not 
provide the ground of comparison. A simile such as "She is as 
beautiful as a butterfly" clearly states that the ground of comparison 
is the beauty of the girl and the beauty of the butterfly; however, a 
simple metaphor such as "She is a butterfly" is open for free 
interpretation. The ground of comparison can be. beauty, or we can 
interpret the meaning as ; She flirts with the men like the butterflies 
fly among the flowers; or, we can mean that she dresses very 
colourfully ； or, if you have read John Fowles' The Cpllector, you may 
associate her as a prisoner trapped by a man as the butterfly is 
trapped by a collector. The interpretations are probably infinite. 
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Since metaphor communicates large quantities of information in a small 
number of words and because of its implicitness, it is likely to elicit 
a wide-range of interpretations. 
One of the qualities of language which allows free interpretation 
of metaphor is polysemy. Since a polysemic word has more than one 
meaning, for example, "bank", which can mean the "bank" of a river or 
an institution, it creates ambiguities, equivocality and perhaps 
misunderstandingsf at the same time it offers great flexibility to 
interpretation. 
The meaning of words is, to a certain extent, specific in a 
particular culture which the translation in TL fails to convey. 
Consider, for example, the word "dragon" in its English context. In 
fairy tales, the vord "dragon" refers to a fabulous, serpentlike winged 
monster, in common usage it means a large reptile, while in informal 
use a fierce woman is "a dragon". In Chinese, the character | | (long) 
carried many more meanings than these. It is one of the four divine 
animals, which can raise clouds and rain; it also means the sovereign, 
the ruler of the state; it is a metaphor for superior, extraordinary 
people. In many Chinese proverbs or phrases, the character is used 
to symbolize the extraordinary genius or the kind, for exampler 
longju fengchu 龍駒鳳難 （talented, handsome young man)' longmei 
fengmu 育•盾鳳目 (handsome and noble young man), longyu shangbin 
龍御上賓 (the king is dead), feilong zaitien 飛龍在天 
(a metaphor for the rule of king) and also long ting 龍庭 （the 
imperial court), longgong 育g 宮 （the royal palace of the Dragon 
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King), longcheng |g 城 (the royal city) and longyan 龍顔 
(the imperial countenance). The character 龍 has another special 
meaning for the Chinese because they believe that they are the 
descendants of this divine animal and are very proud of it . The 
superiority of the dragon probably cannot be recognised in another 
culture. 
The translating of Chinese into a western language is notoriously 
difficult because, not only is Chinese composed of monosyllabic , 
characters with no clear distinction of parts of speech and the 
characters are logographic but they contain many other pictorial 
suggestions besides the literal meaning. Indeed, even the literal 
meanings are confusing because a character may have a vide range of 
diverse meanings. 
In the following, I shall discuss the translation of Chinese Tang 
poetry with regard to the concepts of fore-structure, prejudice, and 
the Principle of History of Effect Wirkungsgeschichte which ve have 
discussed in the previous chapters. The first poem is Li Shangvin's 





This is a highly allusive poem: the objects described are full of 
suggestiveness; the analogy to historical persona carries with it a 
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whole historical story; and, the meaning of the poem is vague. Even an 
interpretation of the original is not an easy task and a translation is 
almost impossible. To see how much is lost in the process of 
translation, it is perhaps best to start by giving a translation of 
every word and explaining what ideas they suggest besides the literal 
meaning. 
錦 beautifully decorated; embroidered 
瑟、 a long, base-stringed instrument 





一 one; each 
紘 string 
一 one; each 
柱 peg 
思 recall; feel pity, sadness 
華 年 prime of youth 
莊生 Chuang-tzu ( c.369-286 B.C.), a philosopher 
曉 (n) daybreak; (v) understand 
夢 dream 
迷 enchanted; infatuated; puzzled 
蝴蝶 butterfly 
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This story is taken from Chuang-tzu's Qiwulun 齊物論 
One day, Chuang-tzu dreams of being a butterfly. When he 
wakes up, he is puzzled by a question: is he a human being 
vho dreamed of being a butterfly, or is he a 
butterfly which dreamed of being a human being? This story 
is usually used to suggest that life is unreal. 
望帝 A king of the Kingdom of Shu 蜀 in legend. His name is 
Duyu 杜宇 . At that time, there is a flood and he gives 
his throne to the Prime Minister who has built canals to 
prevent the flood from ruining his country. Later, the 
king dies and his soul turns into a cuckoo. Another 
version of the story goes like this: The king sends the 
Prime Minister to build a canal, so that he can seduce his 
wife. Later, he dies because he is so ashamed of himself. 
His soul turns into a cuckoo which sings sad love songs to 
his beloved. 
春 spring; youth 
心 heart 
春 心 sexual desire; amorous heart 
託 entrust 
杜 鵑 cuckoo; suggests sadness and grievances because of its sad 
songs 
搶 cold; colour of green, blue 
^ sea 
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搶 海 blue sea and/or wide sea 















煙 mist, fog 
此 this 
情 love, sentiment, feeling 
可 can 
待 remain, delay 
成 become, form 
追 億 recollection 
只 是 however 
當時 now, at that time, then 
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已 already 
惘 然 disconsolate, get lost 
What interests me most is the translations of the third and the fourth 
lines. The image of a butterfly carries such historicity in the 
Chinese context, as does the image of a cuckoo, that it is almost 
impossible to render the meaning into another language. We will now 
look at several selected translations of the poem: 
Dawn-dreaming Chuang-tzu, the hovering butterfly; 
In spring the Emperor's heart haunting the cuckoos# 
Robert Payne 
Master Chuang, dreaming at dawn, was confused with a butterfly; 
Emperor Wang consigned his amorous heart in spring to the cuckoo. 
James L.Y. Liu 
The sage of his loved butterflies day-dreaming: 
The king that sighed his soul into a bird: 
John Turner -
At dawn the dream to be a butterfly; 
At dusk the heart poured out in cuckoo's cry. 
Xu Yuan-Zhong 
2. 
To see the 
light, to know 
all is one: 
butterfly 
do I dream 
you or you 
me? 
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3. 
They named the city after me because 
I turned spring floods away: but I 
had turned a minister away to build canals 
so that his wife and I 
could flood each other. Now the nightingale 
sobs blood into the rose: listen, they say the Emperor is 
singing to his love! 
Shui Chien-tung & Keith Bosley 
In Robert Payne's translation, the third line presents two 
images: 1. a dreaming Chuang-tzu, and 2. the hovering butterfly. The 
two images are treated like separate impressions juxtaposed in the same 
picture. There is no connection between them. The fourth line, which 
reads as symmetrical to the third line, is treated differently here. 
We should take a look at the symmetrical structure in the original, it 
reads: 
莊生 曉 夢 迷 蝴蝶 
[noun] [noun/verb] [noun] [verb] [noun] 
望帝 春 心 託 杜鵑 
[nounj [noun/adjective] [noun] [verb] [noun] 
The two lines are very veil-balanced. But Payne treats these two lines 
differently. In the fourth line, he takes the personal pronoun as 
subject and the noun ("the cuckoo") as object and their relationship is 
illustrated by the verb ("haunting")• It is interesting to see that 
Payne renders the verb in the original like as "haunting" because the 
character tou 託 dc^ s not mean anything line "haunting" nor does it 
have any suggestion of that meaning. However, Payne did achieve some 
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kind of rhythm in his version i.e. each line contains 12 syllables and 
the alliteration of the words: "hovering", "heart" and "haunting". 
James Liu also fails to render the balanced structure of the 
original in his translation. His version is a literal translation: 
莊生 夢 曉 迷 
Master Chuang, dreaming at dawn, was confused with 
蝴蝶 
a butterfly. 
望帝 託 春 心 春 
Emperor Wang consigned his amorous heart in spring 
杜 鵑 
to the cuckoo. 
What is most intriguing is that he realises both meanings of the word 
chun 春 i.e. as a noun (spring) and as an adjective (amorous heart). 
This can be explained by Heidegger's fore-structures. As I have 
pointed out in Chapter III, according to Heidegger, every act of 
interpretation is grounded in fore-havingf fore-sight and fore-
conception. Fore-having is something we have in advance; and, fore-
sight is the point of view which guides our act of appropriation of 
something which ve have taken into our fore-having. In James Liu's 
case here, his fore-having is his knowledge of the love story between 
the king and the wife of his prime minister. His fore-sight, thus his 
point of view, is to appropriate the line of Li Shang—yin’s poem into 
his knowledge of the love story. His translation of the word chun into 
"spring" and "amorous heart" serves to emphasize the sexual desire and 
love which the king has for the wife of the prime minister. However, 
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it does not mean that Liu did not knwo the other possibilities of the 
interpretation of this line. He might have known there were two 
versions of this story. I have said that translation is a paradigm of 
the heremeneutic task because translators are forced to decide which 
possibility s/he is going to realize in his/her translation. In 
choosing one, it automatically means you forsake the others. I have 
mentioned in Chapter III that the act of understanding is mostly 
performed unconsciously in our daily life. The process of translation 
makes translators conscious of their act of interpretation. Moreover, 
as in Liu's case, the preferrence of one interpretation over the others 
pushes the fore-structure of the translator to the foreground. 
John Turner
1
s translation simply drops the personal nouns and 
replaces them with "the sage" and "the king" which perhaps make more 
sense to readers vho have no knowledge of Chinese language or history. 
However, the use of "the bird" instead of "the cuckoo" shows the fore-
conception of the translator. 工 have explained in Chapter III that 
fore-conception is something we grasp in advance, and that it 
determines our conceptualization of entities. When we encounter 
something which we fails to comprehend, we tend to appropriate it into 
the concepts we already have had in advance. In the case of a 
translator, when s/he encounters some culture-specific concepts, s/he 
vill try to translate the meaning in terms of "something as something" r 
that is, s/he vill interpret the meaning of the concepts as something 
similar in the culture of TL, so that the reader can understand the 
meaning. In John Turner's translation, we can find the best example to 
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illustrate what I mean to translate in terms of the structure 
"something as something". We can see that he interprets Chuang-tzu as 
"the sage", Emperor Vang as "the king" and cuckoo as "the bird". He 
translates the nouns in this way, probably with the aim that it vill 
make the lines easier to be understood by his readers because the words 
"Chuang-tzu" and "Emperor Wang" may not mean anything to them while 
"cuckoo" does not carry the same connotations in the western culture as 
in Chinese. However, much meaning is lost through the use of "a bird" 
rather than "cuckoo". Although "cuckoo" does not carry the same 
connotations as the counterpart in the Chinese language i.e. sorrows, 
sad feelings and grievances, it does suggest adultery in the English 
context which perfectly suits the meaning of the original story in the 
Chinese poem. The third line of his translation, which can be read as: 
"The sage day-dreaming of his loved butterflies" loses the meaning that 
Chuang-tzu is getting confused whether he is a human being or a 
butterfly. Turner probably takes the word mi 迷 as meaning "infatuated 
with". Thus, this choice of one word leads to the loss of the meaning 
of the whole story. 
Xu Yuan-zhong's version perhaps suffers the greatest loss in 
regard to the allusion to the two stories. In the third line, he 
leaves out the name "Chuang-tzu" and from the syntactic structure of 
the third and the fourth line, it seems that the dream and the heart 
that cries out belong to the same person. If ve read Xu's translation 
of the whole poem, we shall see that it is meant to be read as a love 
poem. 
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The Sad Zither 
Why should the zither sad have fifth strings? 
Each string, each strain evoke but vanished springs: 
At dawn the dream to be a butterfly; 
At dusk the heart poured out in cuckoo's cry. 
In moonlit pearls see tears of mermaid's eyes； 
From sunburnt jade in Blue Field let smoke rise! 
Such feeling cannot be recalled again, 
It seemed long-lost e'en when it was felt then. 
In terms of Gadamer
1
 s concept of understanding, ve can say that the 
prejudice of the translator partly determines the outcome of the 
translation. Here, since Xu's pre-judgment of the original poem is 
that it is a love poem, he appropriates the meaning of the allusions of 
— the poem into his concept of love. Xu's rendering of the third and 
fourth line is quite an extreme case because he decided to discard both 
allusions together. If both lines are understood as allusions to the 
poet's love to a lady, it is reasonable to attribute the dream about a 
butterfly and an amorous heart to the poet. However, in translating 
the two lines in this way, he inevitably makes it impossible for 
readers to interpret the two allusions in other vays. His method of 
translating these two lines thus shows that pre-judgment is primordial 
to the act of translation and interpretation. 
Furthermore, Xu's translation can be used to illustrate a point 
discussed in Chapter II. I have said that in translating a literary 
text, the core of the problem is how to get the quality of one culture 
into another. Translators can either transform the SL culture into TL 
culture or bring the SL culture to TL. In the former case, the SL 
culture will be lost in the translation because the translator renders 
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the meaning of the SL concepts into TL concepts, using the structure of 
"something-as-something". In the latter case, the structure of TL may 
be destroyed or modified in order to preserve the integrity of the SL 
concepts. Xu's translation belongs to the former case. Not only the 
grammar of the translated text is preserved, but the translated text is 
written in the form of iambic pentameter, fitting perfectly into the 
structure of English poetry. I have said that this is a double-edged 
sword because, in preserving the TL, the SL concept is lost. Here, we 
can see that the allusions in the third, fourth, and fifth line are 
lost. The "mermaid
1
s tears" in the fifth line is a completely western 
concept related to a fairy tale. However, although his version—retains 
the symmetrical structure of the original: 
At dawn the dream to be a butterfly 
[adjunct] [noun] [verb] [noun] 
At dusk the heart poured out in cuckoo's cry 
[adjunct] [noun] [verb] [prepo- [noun] 
sitions] 
the two highly allusive lines lose their meaning in the translation. 
The last translation sample is not, strictly speaking, a 
translation of the original. The translators entitle it "The Bright 
Lute: theme and variations". We first look at Section 2, which is a 
variation of the third line of the original. As in Xu Yuan-zhong's 
translation, Shui and Bosley drop the name of the persona, but in their 
version, the metaphorical meaning of the original is vividly presented: 
vaking up from a dream and understanding that all is one, i.e. dream 
and reality, butterfly and human being, and asking the butterfly 
whether he is dreaming it or it is dreaming of him. 
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To see the 
light, to know 
all is one: 
butterfly 
do I dream 
you or you 
me? 
Section 3 is the variation of the fourth line of the original. 
Like Section 2, the persona of the allusion is made to speak as the 
first person in this translation. This section is less precise than 
the preceding one. The translators tell the whole story of how the 
emperor commits adultery and later entrusts his soul to a cuckoo. Of 
course, in regard to the meaning of the original, this translation 
captures perhaps the fullest possible detail of the allusion. The fact 
that they choose not to do the same in Section 2 is perhaps due to the 
reason that though the two lines seem so much alike syntactically, the 
third line is indeed a metaphor and the fourth line is an allusion to 
a legend. The meaning of the metaphor is well-recognized in the 
Chinese mind, but the meaning of that legend is not so clear and is 
therefore open to interpretation. 
The understanding of metaphor and allusion to a historical story 
clearly involves our knowledge of the past. It is very obvious when we 
encounter the culture-specific concepts, such as the story of. Chuang-
tzu and the butterfly. Our historical horizon determines whether we 
can get the meaning of the line. As discussed in Chapter III, the 
Principle of History of Effect Virkungsgeschichte asserts that history 
affects our understanding of a historical phenomenon, as exemplified in 
the metaphor of Chuang-tzu and butterfly. This history of effect not 
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only affects our understanding in the afore-mentioned way, but also 
influences our understanding in another way, perhaps in a more 








Last night's stars, last night's vind --
West of the painted pavilion, east of the cassia 
hall. 
Our bodies have no colourful phoenix-wings to fly 
side by side; 
Our hearts are linked to each other as if by the 
line in the magic horn. 
As she passed the hook from another set, the spring 
wine was warm; 
Divided into teams, we guessed at riddles under the 
red candle's light. 
Alas, I had to answer the call of duty when the 
drum sounded, 
And ride my horse to the Orchid Terrace, like a 
tumbleweeed in the wind. 
James Liu 
The traditional interpretations of Li 's poem fall into two camps. 
One is that his poem is a love poem dedicated to a lady; the other is 
that it is an allusive poem and what Li really wanted to talk about was 
his relationship with his friend, Ling-hu Tao. Ling-hu Tao's father 
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Ling-hu Chu was Li's first patron. He was an elder statesman and an 
influential figure in the government. According to the latter 
interpretation, the meaning of the third and fourth line is that Li 
feels his position is much lover than Ling-hu Tao, so he says that he 
does not have phoenix—vings to rise as high as his friend, but they are 
linked together by the white line vhich links the two horns of the 
rhinocero. 
James Liu's translation obviously interprets the poem in another 
way. We can see the evidence from the pronoun "she" which adds in a 
female figure to the original. The pre-judgment of Liu of the poem is 
to read it as a love poem, thus he uses "she" rather than "he". Liu's 
interpretation illustrates the history of effect. The two characters 
ling xi蕴庫did not have any meaning to suggest love or emotion before 
Li's time. Rhinocero ling xi is a divine animal and its horns are very 
precious because they can be made into medicine or some hard and sharp 
weapons. It was used to symbolize love between two persons only in the 
Song Dynasty, that is, after Li made use of it in this poem
3
, Liu's 
interpretation is probably influenced by our modern understanding of 
the word which gained the connotation of love after Li
1
 s time. The 
Principle of History of Effect asserts that history influences our 
understanding of the historical time or text, As 20th century readers, 
our understanding of a vord used in Tang poetry is inevitably 
3
The meanings of the words Ling xi come from Shih Yuan 詩湖 . 
；！匕京 Beijing: Shi-mu Wen-xian 書目文獻,1984. Shih Yuan is a 
dictionary and encyclopaedia of Chinese poetry which records the use of words 
in Chinese literature from the ancient time to the Ching Dynasty. 
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influenced by the modem conception of that word. Yet, though 
sometimes we are aware of this, most of the time we unconsciously use 
our modern meaning to interpret that word. In this way, the 
interpretations of poems are slowly and gradually modified because of 
the changes in the meaning of words, 
After looking at five translation samples, we should be able to 
conclude that there is no perfect translation. A literal translation, 
such as the one by James Liu retains the original stories, but how much 
of it can readers from a different culture understand? The story of 
Chuang-tzu and the butterfly is specific in the Chinese culture and the 
simple insect hudie 顿 蝶 carries such a historical meaning with it 
that it is always difficult to translate it into another language, 
another culture. On the other hand, the translation by Shui and 
Bosley, though conveying the meaning of the original, destroys the form 
of the original poem syntactically and rhythmically so much that they 
do not attempt to justify it as a translation but, rather, as a 
variation. 
In the following,工 shall select some versions of translation of 
Chinese Tang poetry and compare them. Usually, in comparing 
translations, critics concentrate on how each version differs from 
another and decide on which version is the best translation of the 
original. As mentioned in Chapter I, the traditional view considers 
the translator as a bridge which channels the original text into the 
translated text. Translators are seen as passive partners which do not 
take any active role in the process of translation. In my discussion 
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of the relation between hermeneutics and translation, I argue that 
translators are probably the most important factor in translation. The 
rationale is that translation is interpretation and therefore every 
translator is an interpreter. Before translating a text, the 
translator first has to understand it . According to Heidegger, 
understanding involves the totality of Being which is essentially 
everything we understood before. Every person is thrown into a 
different situation in the world; therefore, no two persons share 
exactly the same concepts. In other words, the totality of Being of 
every individual is unique. The totality of Being determines our fore-
structures which in turn determine every act of interpretation. Thus, 
every translator interprets the text in a different way. 
Moreover, according to Gadamer, our horizon of understanding 
involves a fusion of horizons. The history of effect is also set in 
motion. The history of effect determines the kind of question we are 
going to ask. In the case of a translator, it determines the choice of 
translation materials, his/her method of translation and the outcome of 
the translation. All this is not as innocent as it seems. The 
political, economical and social environments play an important role. 
Besides comparing the different versions of the translation, I 
shall try to reconstruct the fore-structures and the horizons of each 
translator in order to explain why their translations differ from each 
other. My purpose in doing this is to suggest that we should discard 
the traditional view of translation as a craft. Moreover' because 
every translation is a creation of the translator, by constructing a 
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paradigm of hermeneutics and translation, we should be able to raise 
the status of translation to the rank of an academic discipline The 
process of understanding a text is indeed a creative process which is 
unique to every individual translator. We shall look at two poems and 
their translations before ve discuss the translators. First, let us 
look at the Chinese poem "Yu Jie Yuan"玉階怨 and some of the 
translations: 
玉階生白露 夜久侵羅襪 _ 
卻下水精簾 玲瓏望秋月 
Jade/ step(s)/ grow/ white/ dev(s) 
Night/ long/ soak(s)/ silk/ stocking(s) 
Already/ draw/ crystal/ curtain 
Bright/ gaze/ autumn/ moon 
My translation is only the literal word-by-word translation of Li 
Po's poem. Actually, the meaning of the words is much richer. Jade is 
a precious stone which suggests beauty, purity and virtue. The jade 
steps, silk-stockings and crystal curtain suggest the lady comes from 
a rich family. The white dew with the word "night" suggests the time 
of the scene. White Dew is the name of one of the 24 solar terms of 
the Farmers' Calendar. It is in September and the weather begins to 
turn cool and cold. The words "white dew" also echo autumn to suggest 
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the weather of the scene. "Linglong"玲瓏 c a n be an adjective of 
either the persona or the moon. If it is an adjective of the persona, 
it carries the meaning of sadness or emptiness, which echoes the title 
of the poem. But it is also the sound of jade. We can see that the 
last line rounds up the poem very well. The autumn moon echoes the 
white dew in the first line to suggest the weather of the scene and the 
sound of jade echoes the jade steps to remind the readers of the wealth 
that the persona enjoys. The following are some versions of the poem in 
English. (The underlined words are words not present in the original 
Chinese text and are added by the translators). 
The Sorrow of Jade Steps 
The white dew glistens coldly on the jade steps 
outside; 
Sitting late at night, the chilliness soaks her 
silk stockings. 一 
She lets down the curtains of glittering crystals r 
Gazing at the glittering autumn moon, musing..‘ 
Sun Yu 
On the Jade Steps 
On the jade steps 
in front of her room, 
in the night she stands 
with the dew vetting 
her socks f so that she 
goes back into the house 
pulling down the bright 
crystal screen through 
which she gazes 
at the autumn moon. 
Revi Alley 
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The Sorrow of the Jewel Staircase 
The dew is white upon the staircase of jewels, 
And wets her silken shoes. The night is far gone. 
She turns within, lets fall the crystal curtain, 
And gazes up at the autumn moon, shining through. 
S. Obata 
The Jewel Stairs' Grievance 
The jewelled steps are already quite white with 
dev, 
It is so late that the dew soaks gauze 
stockings, 
And I let down the crystal curtain 
And watch the moon through the clear autumn. 
Ezra Pound 
Yu Chieh Yuan 
(Jade Steps' Grievance) 
Upon the jade steps white dews grov. 
It is late. Gauze stockings are dabbled. 
She lets down the crystal blind 
To watch, glass-clearf the autumn moon. 
Vai-lim Yip 
In Sun Yu's version, the first line reverses the subject and 
object in the original and the word "outside" is added to point out the 
specific location of the jewel steps, as well as to achieve a near-
rhyme with "musing" in the last line. The use of the participle 
"sitting" emphasizes the present moment when the event took place. The 
use of "gazing" is similar to that of "sitting", while to emphasize the 
wealth of the lady, there is "glittering". The ending of the poem is 
most dramatic in Sun Yu's version: he pictures the woman sitting there 
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and musing. Li Po丨s poem is praised because there is no word in the 
entire poem to express the grievance of the lady. But Sun Yu's version 
probably destroys that atmosphere by adding that the lady is thinking 
deeply while she is gazing at the moon. It seems that she is very sad 
and she has much feeling to pour out to the moon. 
In the second translation by Rewi Alley, the translator has added 
quite a lot of words to the original. The second half of the first 
line in the original is left out and he only retains the part that 
points out the setting of the poem. The second half of the original is 
incorporated into the second line of the original. We can see that 
Rewi Alley places more emphasis on the meaning of the poem rather than 
the literal, word-by-vord translation. The most interesting thing to 
note is he adds a long clause "so that she goes back into the house" 
between the second and third line of the original. This resultative 
clause turns the two lines preceding it into a cause, rather than just 
a description as intended in the original. 
Compared to Alley's version, Obata's translation is far simpler. 
The word order in the second line is changed, so that readers will 
understand clearly that it is the dew that wets the persona 's 
stockings. Furthermore the only words that Obata adds in "She turns 
within", perhaps bearing in mind that readers may be confused if the 
logical sequence is not pointed out. 
The first striking difference of Pound's version is the use of 
"I" as the subject of the poem. The use of first person here is 
unexpected because the poem utters no direct grievances and it seems 
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more reasonable to use a third person to distance the poet from the 
persona. The use of two "And"s in the third and fourth line 
demonstrates Pound
1
s emphasis on the logical sequence of the poem. In 
addition, Pound
1
s footnote to the poem implies that he takes the poem 
as a logic game for the intellect: 
Jewel stairs, therefore a palace. Grievance, 
therefore there is something to complain of. 
Gauze stockings, therefore a court lady, not a 
servant who complains. Clear autumn, 
therefore she has no excuse on account of 
weather.• • {Ezra Pound's Cathav, 201)• 
Pound uses the conjunction "and" to link up the second and third and 
then the third and fourth lines. In the original, there is an 
ellipsis. If we use filmic terms to describe i t f Pound 's version uses 
a pan technique to move the camera from the wet stockings to the 
crystal curtains and then another pan from the crystal curtains to the 
person looking at the autumn moon. However, in the original poem, the 
logical sequence is not so much emphasized. Rather, a jump-cut 
technique is widely used in Chinese poetry because Chinese poetry 
depicts the scene or landscape more than the narrative, so logical 
sequence is not so much emphasized. 
Wai-lim Yip's version adds as few words as possible and we 
discover that only a pronoun "she" is added to make the statement 
grammatical correct in English* The original text is retained in the 
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following way: 1. There is no possessive pronoun attributed to "gauze 
stockings" and
 u ling long 11 is translated into "glass-clear" without 
making explicit whether it is an adjective of the persona or the autumn 
moon. Yip.s version closely resembles the original text without adding 
any unnecessary information or detail to the translated text. 
The next poem we vill look at is "Taking Leave of a Friend" 





Blue/ mountain/ set across/ north/ city wall 
White/ water/ encircle/ east/ city 
This/ place/ once/ make/ separation 
Lone/ grass/ thousand/ miles/ travel 
Floating/ cloud/ wandering/ person/ mind 
Setting/ sun/ old/ person/ feeling 
Waving/ hand/ self/ now/ depart 
Whinnying/ team/ horses/ cry 
Seeing a Friend off 
The green mountains lie beyond the north vail; 
The white river flows around the eastern city. 
Here we part, friend mine; 
Then, like an unrooted weed, you drift away for ten 
thousand li. 
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0 f l o a t i n g clouds — the thought of a wandering 
child! 
0 you setting sun the feeling of old friends! 
Farewellf farewell! We wave our hands. 
Our horses sadly neigh to each other, farther, 
farther away! 
Sun Yu 
Farevelling a Friend 
Green hills arise 
north of our city; white waters 
stretch from its east, and we here 
farevelling each other; 
you like a lone boat sailing 
so far away, ve both as bits 
of cloud moving over- the sky; 
the sun vill always set in that 
west to which you go, never 
allowing me to forget you; we 
wave hands in parting, and then 
your horse turns his head back 
to me and whinnies, voicing too 
his grief. 
Rewi Alley-
Taking Leave of a Friend 
Blue mountains lie beyond the north wall; 
Round the city's eastern side flows the white 
water. 
Here we part, friend, once forever. 
You go ten thousand miles, drifting away 
Like an unrooted vater-grass. 
Oh, the floating clouds and the thoughts of a 
wanderer! 
Oh, the sunset and the longing of an old friend! 
We ride away from each other, waving our hands, 
While our horses neigh softly, softly... 
S. Obata 
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Taking Leave of a Friend 
Blue mountains to the north of the walls, 
White river winding about them; 
Here ve must make separation 
Md go out through a thousand miles of dead grass. 
Mind like a floating wide cloud, 
Sunset like the parting of old acquaintances 
Who bow over their clasped hands at a distance. 
Our horses neigh to each other as ve are departing. 
Ezra Pound 
Taking Leave of a Friend 
Green mountains lie across the north wall. 
White water winds the east city. 
Here once we part, 
Lone tumbleveed, a million miles to travel. 
Floating clouds, a wanderer's mood. 
Setting sun, an old friend's feeling. 
We wave hands, you go from here. 
Neigh, neigh, goes the horse at parting. 
Yip Wai-lim 
Alley's version has added many details to make it read like an 
English narrative poem, vith all the gaps in the original text filled 
in vith Alley's imagination. However, the translation of the word peng 
蓬 as a boat is obviously a careless mistake because that vord has 
only one unequivocal meaning, i.e. grass or weed. The fifth and sixth 
lines have the same syntactic structure, that is, a concrete image and 
an abstract image. Alley renders these two lines vith such detail to 
make the farewell scene as sentimental as possible. But the sense of 
wandering and loneliness in the original is lost through this explicit 
description. Sun Yu's translation which also emphasizes the 
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sentimental farewell scene suffers the same loss. 
Obata, Pound and Yip's versions are not very different from one 
another. In Obata's version, the two images in line 5 are linked 
together by the conjunction "and", as are the tvo images in line 6. To 
link up the tvo noun clauses vith "and" does not seem to be very 
appropriate, since the first image is a concrete noun and the second is 
an abstract noun. Besides, what does "and" mean precisely? Does it 
mean the two nouns exist together or does it express some kind of 
relationship between them? 
Pound, oil the other hand, treats the tvo nouns as a simile, which 
can be considered quite appropriate. However, there is an obvious 
error in his version, namely, the misinterpretation of the seventh 
line. 
Yip tries to be as faithful as possible to the original, by just 
presenting tvo separate images and letting readers understand the two 
lines in whatever way they think appropriate. 
Nov that we have already seen how the different versions of the 
tvo Tang poems by Li Po and their translations differ from one another, 
ve must understand why they differ from each other. 
工 shall start vith Sun Yu. In the "Preface" to his book Li Po --
A New Translation, he says: 
In the course of translating, I have tried to 
keep as close as possible to the original 's 
words and lines and I have tried my best in 
expressing the mood and situation of each poem 
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as I understand or as I can imagine them... I 
have sometimes written out the hidden word-
pictures or suggested ideas (10, 12). 
Furthermore, in "A Survey and Discussions of English Translations of Li 
Po丨s Poems", he points out several shortcomings of the translations: 1. 
misunderstanding of the originals; 2, loss of beauty; 3. loss of 
simplicity; 4» lack of the means of appreciation for Occidental readers 
(355-8) . To remedy the last point, he suggests the translators to 
"write out the suggested ideas and images hidden in the originals" 
(358) • 
Thus, we see that Sun Yu's translations are done vith the aim of 
clarifying any vague ideas for the Occidental readers and- it is 
therefore not surprising to see that he always makes his translation 
plain and clear, filling in every gap with his own words. For example: 
白馬金羈遼海東 
羅幃繍被臥春風 
White/ horse/ golden/ rein/ Liao/ Sea/ east 
Silk/ curtain/ embroidered/ quilt/ lying/ spring/ wind 
He is riding on the white horse with the golden rein, 
In the far-off east of the Liao Sea. 
She is sleeping alone in her embroidered quilts and 
silk curtains, 
Her dreams being sweetened by the spring breezes. 
？ 
We can see that Sun Yu adds a lot of words to link up the three images 
in every line. The suggested ideas are very clearly illustrated• 
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Another characteristic of Sun's translation is his description of 
the poem in a filmic way, that is, the words he uses are like the lens 
of a moving camera, depicting the present moment of the scene, of the 
action. For instance, his "The Sorrow of Jade Steps" uses a lot of the 
participle form of verbs and the dramatic ending of the poem resembles 
t h e t e c h n i q u e of f a d e - o u t used i n f i l m s . The f o l l o w i n g a r e two more 
examples taken from his translation (italics mine, unless stated), 
怨 情 




A fair lady rolls up her pearl window blind; 
Sitting late within, she knits her moth eyebrows. 
One sees only the vet traces of her tears, 
But knows not whom she is hating 1. 




仍憐故鄉水 萬里送行舟 @自 
On Seeing Off a Friend 
Sailing afar out of Mount Ching Gate, my friend, 
You are leaving for the great land of Chu. 
The high mountain ranges end here, a big plain 
begining [sic], 
While the Yangtze River runs into the vast 
wilderness. 
The moon setting, so swiftly flies heaven's mirror; 
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Loi Among the rising clouds, gradually appears a 
mirage of dazzling palace. 
But still I do cherish the native waters of Shu, 
That would accompany your boat eastward for ten 
thousand li [sic]i 
This process of unfolding the picture treats the poem more as a living 
object, rather than a static, universal phenomenon, as described by Yip 
Wai-lim in his "Translating Chinese Poetry": "the Chinese verbs (or 
verb elements) tend to return to Phenomenon itself, that 
undifferentiated mode of being, which is timeless, the concept of time 
being a human invention arbitrarily imposed upon Phenomenon“ (5). 
As explained in Chapter III, the horizon of understanding is a 
fusion of horizons Horizontverschmelzung: the hostorical horizon of 
the text, the past horizon of the reader and the present horizon of the 
reader. We can see this fusion is in motion in Sun
1
s translation. As 
afore-mentioned, a characteristic of his translation is to describe the 
poem in a filmic way, using words as the camera len. What influences 
his method of translation is the horizon of Sun Yu as a film director. 
He says in the Preface of his book that he has been very interested in 
the art of cinema and he has studied cinematography at the New York 
Institute of Photography. After he returned to China, he worked in the 
film business all his life as film director and play-wright. Thus, we 
should be able to say that Sun's horizon of understanding and 
translating Li Po's poem is made up of the historical horizon of the 
text, the past horizon of Sun Yu (his being a Chinese, his knowledge of 
Li Po, his conception of Chinese poetry, his experiences and his 
knowledge of the art of cinema), and the present horizon of Sun (his 
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present situation as a translator living under the communist rule in 
China in the late seventies to eighties during which he was translating 
Li Po's poem), 
I have discussed the past horizon of Sun Yu. Perhaps I should 
also talk about the present horizon which includes the political and 
social enviornment. Due to the fact that there is no biographical 
information about Sun Yu except a few words in the Preface to his 
translation, I can only say that I am doing a speculation of his milieu 
and the rationale for doing this is to demonstrate that the situation 
of the translator is relevant to our discussion of the relationship of 
hermeneutics and translation. First, we have to look at the Sino-
American relationship since the beginning of the twentieth century. 
The United States and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), and later the 
People's Republic of China (PRC) had never been on good terms until 
Nixon
1
s visit in 1972. American scholars were keen to learn Chinese 
culture and consequently there was a flourishing of translations of 
Chinese poetry starting from the early twentieth century. The United 
States is a democratic country and the Government does not intervene in 
the activities of the scholars and especially not in this kind of 
translation of literary text. However, the situation in China was 
different. CCP considered America as their biggest enemy because they 
had supplied arms and money to the National Party and later Taiwan. 
PRC under the communist rule was oppressive. The CCP had its hand in 
all kinds of affairs. Under such circumstancesr scholars obviously 
could not do translations of Chinese poetry for their enemies to read. 
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Besides, during the Cultural Revolution, everyone and everything that 
had connection vith foreign countries were condemned and destroyed
4
. 
This is why Sun says in his Preface that "it was only after the 
overthrow of the disastrous reign of the Gang of Four that [he] again 
picked up [his] pen and resumed translating [his] favorite poet's 
poems" (Li Po - A New Translation, 4). 
Rewi Alley is described by Chao Po-chu in "Introduction" of Li 
Pai: 200 Selected Poems, as "an old friend of China". He has worked 
and travelled in China. In his "Preface" to the same book, Alley says 
that his qualifications for translating Li Po's poems are he has 
"travelled to all and lived in many of the places Li Pai lived or wrote 
about, excepting his birthplace" (xvi). He has probably done a lot of 
research on the cultural and historical background of the milieu in 
which Li Po lived and of his life, as well. Since Alley is himself a 
poet, we can see from his translations, that he takes the translating 
of poetry rather as a creation than as a transliteration job. He 
states in both "Pref ace"s to Li Pai: 200 Selected Poems and Tu Fu: 
Selected Poems that only the spirit and meaning of the poems can be 
carried over in the translation process and if the translator fails to 
do this, his/her translation is unsuccessful. 
As already discussed, the meaning of a literary text, especially 
that of poetry, is various and depends much on the interpreter. In 
Alley's translation, he makes the meaning (one of the various 
<The account of the Chinese foreign policy is indebted to Golam W. 
Choudhury
1
 s China in World Affairs: The Foreign Policy of the PRC Since 1970. 
Colorado: tfestview Texas Press, 1971. 
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interpretations) of the poem so clear that in doing so, he has forsaken 
other possible meanings of the original text. With all his pre-
conceptions about Li Po and Tu Fu, about Chinese culture and literature 
and his own situation as a poet, it is no wonder that Alley's 
translation breaks the form of the original and adds as many words as 
he thinks necessary to make the meaning and narration explicit, as ve 
have seen in his version of "On the Jade Steps" and "Farevelling a 
Friend"• 
In translating Tu Fu's poems, he attempts to break down the lines 







This/ night/ Fu/ Chou/ moon 
Bedroom/ inside/ only/ alone/ gaze 
Far/ pity/ little/ son/ daughter 
Not/ understand/ miss/ Changan 
Fragrant/ mist/ attractive hair/ wet 
Clear/ splendor/ jade/ arm/ cold 
When/ time/ lean/ empty/ curtain 
Both/ shine/ tear/ stains/ dry 
Moonlight Night 
This night at Fuchov there will be 
Moonlight, and there she will be 
Gazing into it, vith the children 
Already gone to sleep, not even in 
Their dreams and innocence thinking 
Of their father at Changan; 
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Her black hair must be wet vith the dew 
Of this autumn night, and her white 
Jade arms, chilly with the cold; when, 
Oh when, shall we be together again 
Standing side by side at the window, 







War/ cry/ many/ new/ ghost/ Sad/ sing/ lone/ old/ 
man 
Disorder/ cloud/ low/ thin/ sunset/ Hasty/ snow/ 
dance/ whirling/ wind 
Gourd/ abandon/ bottle/ without/ green/ Furnace/ 
remain/ fire/ like/ red 
Several/ province/ news/ break/ Sad/ sit/ just/ 
write/ blank 
Snow 
Over the battlefields 
There are many new ghosts 
Who weep; and I, an old man, 
Sit alone, bitterly looking 
Out on the vild clouds 
That dull the sky, and 
At the snovflakes that dance 
In the whirling wind; 
The gourd ladle lies beside 
An empty wine pot； I can 
But imagine that the stove 
Gives heat； no news from 
Many districts； I sit in 
Desperation; really, this 
Is all too impossible！ 
The third and fourth lines of the original are made up of four images: 
disordered clouds, sunset, hasty snow and whirling wind; however, Alley 
links them up by putting them into two clauses and thus telling the 
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readers these are the scenes that the persona is looking at now. 
On the surface, it seems that Sun Yu or Yip Wai-lim should be 
more involved in Li Po or Tu Fu's poems than Alley because they are 
both Chinese. Vhy then is it that Alley's translation is more 
specific, more detailed (perhaps more than necessary) than Sun Yu's? 
And, why is Yip's translation so different from Alley's? I think the 
argument is that Sun and Yip are not so much occupied by the historical 
accounts of the poets
1
 lives and identify less with them. 
To understand Alley's involvement in Chinese culture, we have to 
look at some of his biographical details. He arrived at Shanghai in 
1927 and has been a permanent resident in China since then. He has 
done quite a lot of translations of Chinese poetry: The People Speak 
Out (Beijing, 1954), The People Sing (Beijing, 1958), Poems of Revolt 
(Biejing, 1962) f Folk Poems From China 's Minorities (Beijing, 1962), Tu 
Fu: Selected Poems (Beijing, 1962), Li Pai: 200 Selected Poems (Hong 
Kong, 1980) , and Selected Poems of the Tang & Song Dynasties (Hong 
Kong, 1981). The first three translations were done during the early 
years of the People's Republic of China and the original materials are 
poems written by communist poets for the communist party. Moreover, 
the fact that they were published by the Beijing Government may help to 
prove that Alley vas used by the the communists to further their cause, 
in the western world. The western governments were highly critical of 
the idea of communism and feared that China and the Soviet Union would 
spread the communist ideas to other Asian countires. After the CCP 
took over mainland China, one of its important tasks vas to reconcile 
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with the western powers. Besides the political tactics, cultural 
contacts were also used as a weapon to further their cause. We should 
bear in mind that in democratic countries, such as the United States, 
public opinion has much influence on the government policy. Political 
contacts between government officials only involve high level officials 
and politicians, but cultural exchanges involve scholars, 
intellectuals, college students and the reading public. The process 
may take a long time but the effect is far-reaching and more 
undermining. It stirs up the westerners
1
 interest in Chinese culture 
and thus a sympathetic sentiment for China. As in the case of Sun Yu, 
this reconstruction of the political and economical background is only 
my speculation depending on my limited reading of the Chinese history. 
My aim here is to show that the political and economical environment of 
the translator influences the translations to a certain extent. 
The above-mentioned discussion also explains why Alley adds in 
details to make the meaning of the poems so clear because the aim of 
his translations is to introduce Chinese poetry to Occidental readers 
vho do not have any knowledge of the culture. He has to make 
everything clear and simple for them. Of course, another reason is 
that through his long years of living in China, he considers himself a 
qualified speaker for the Chinese culture. And as mentioned, he was 
too occupied by the lives of the poets. Alley believes that he can 
merge himself into the historical horizon, and consequently, the mind, 
of Li Po and thus he believes he can shov readers the real meaning of 
the original poem by making every detail clear. However, he does not 
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realize that there are still various meanings of the poem that he 
destroys by rendering only one of them into the translated text. 
Moreover, it is impossible for us to transpose ourselves into the 
historical horizon. This will be discussed later. 
In contrast, Wai—lim Yip is a critic* He is more conscious of 
his own situation and pre—conceptions as a Chinese and as a poet. In 
addition, the aim of Yip's translation is to advocate his own idea of 
Taoism and Chinese poetics and also to criticize other English 
translations of Chinese poetry. Due to his own pre—conceptions about 
Chinese Poetry, he refrains from making it didactic and commentary. Of 
course, I can also argue that he too has trapped himself in a situation 
other than Alley's, but ve will leave this for now. 
Of the five translators whom I have chosen to discuss, Shigeyoshi 
Obata, perhaps, has the most interesting backgroun, but he is also the 
one whose background needs more imagination to reconstruct because of 
the lack of information about his life. Again, the idea I propose here 
is to illustrate that hov the situatedness of a translator affects his 
translation, Obata is Japanese. He has been a student of Chinese 
poetry all his life and studied English in the States. There is no 
doubt of his ability to read and understand Chinese and English. But 
his Japanese background does make some difference in his translation in 
comparison with other translation. In his "Preface" to his Li Po: The 
Chinese Poet, he remarks that his translations are "simpler and more 
exact than other extant versions" (x) . Perhaps, this can be explained 
by his own culture, his own Japanese literary tradition. The most 
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prominent forms of Japanese poetry are haiku and tanka. Haiku consists 
of seventeen syllables in the form of 5-7-5; and tanka consists of 
thirty-one syllables in the arrangement of 5-7-5-7-7. Restricted by 
the .small number of syllables, the Japanese poems are more precise and 
intense than the Chinese poetry
5
. R, H. Blyth in his Haiku Vol. 1 
Eastern Culture points out that "Haiku ... presenting us with the thing 
devoid of all our mental twisting and emotional discolouration; or 
rather, it shows the thing as it exists at one and the same time..," 
(242). And " [tjhings must speak to us so loudly that we cannot hear 
what the poets have said about them" (242). Due to its brevity, the 
personna is mostly omitted, which is also true in most Chinese poems. 
The following are examples of Japanese haiku and tanka: 
Minasoko no iwa ni ochitsuku ko-no-ha kana 
Leaves, 
Fallen on a rock 
Beneath the water. 
No mo yama mo yuki ni torarete nani mo nashi 
Field and mountains, -
All taken by the snow; 
Nothing remains. 
Ashi-ato 
Shimeyakani Nuretaru asa no Suna-hama ni 
Hitosuji nagaku Tsuzuku ashi-ato 
Footprints 
5
The idea is indebted to Asataro Miyamori's "Introduction" in 
Masterpieces of Japanese Poetry: Ancient and Modern. Westport: Greenwood 
Press, 1936. 
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Walking the shore, 
Upon t h e s o f t wet morning s and , 
I noticed how behind me footprints lay 
In one continuous line along the strand. 
We can see that haiku and tanka poets tend to deal with the small 
things in nature, maybe just an image of leaves in one poem. Their 
poetry, in contrast to the English romantic poems, is almost completely 
devoid of any discursiveness and didacticism. Therefore, it is not 
strange to see that Obata's translations of Chinese poems allow the 




Brook/ deep/ old/ snow/ remain/ Stone/ break/ cold/ 
spring/ flow 
Peak/ crest/ excel/ middle/ sky/ Climb/ sky/ no/ 
can/ exhaust 
There was old snow left in the deep ravine, 
And the frosty rapids flew, cutting through rock. 
Mountains thrust their peaks in the mid-sky; 
I could have climbed and gazed forever. 
According to Masamichi Royama, "Japan's diplomatic activities 
were pursued in two directions. One was towards her tvo Asiatic 
neighbours, China and Korea, vith a view to securing their recognition 
of the new position which she had acquired through the Restoration" 
{Foreign Policy of Japan 1914-1939, 3). The other direction was to 
attain "national equality with the advanced nations of the world" (4). 
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After the annexation of Korea in 1910, Manchuria became Japan's 
paramount interest. After the First World War, Japan took over the 
German territories in China and in 1915, the Japanese Government 
presented "Twenty-One Demands" to the Chinese Government, which 
includes the extension of th leases of the Kwantung Leased Territory 
and the South Manchuria Railway Zone. All this led to the 
establishment of Manchukuo in March, 1932. Though Manchukuo was an 
independent state with Henry Pu Yi as the head of the state, Royama 
says that it was "a virtual protectorate of Japan" (79). Manchukuo was 
only the tip of the iceberg of Japan's ambition. Her ultimate design 
was to create the New Order of East Asia. Japan's excessive ambitions 
stirred up resentment in the United States and, as their relationship 
continued to worsen, Japan turned to Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy. 
This is a very superficial sketch of the political enviornment in which 
Obata translated Chinese poems into English. 
A question most readers like to ask is, why did Obata translate 
Chinese poems into English instead of Japanese? After all, he was 
Japanese and it would have been easier to translate something into his 
mother tongue rather than a third language. The answers to the 
question may be the political and economical conditions. Politically, 
as afore-mentioned, Japan wanted to achieve equal footing with the 
western powers as well as dominate East Asia. As shown in Japan's 
ambition in Manchuria, the Japanese had long considered China as their 
protectorate which supplied labour and raw materials to their industry 
and a market for their products. With this protective and dominant 
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sentiment towards China, Japanese scholars might have considered 
themselves better interpreters of Chinese poetry than westerners. 
Moreover, it is undeniable that Chinese culture shares more 
similarities with Japanese culture than with western culture. Obata 
admits in the Preface that it is Ezra Pound's translation that prompted 
him to do translations of Chinese poetry. Economically, Obata was 
living in the United States when he was translating Li Po's poetry and 
his book was also published in the States, so it might have been more 
profitable to produce an English edition for his American readers. 
To understand Pound's translation of Chinese poetry, we first 
have to look at Pound's Imagism and Vorticism, The main 
characteristics of imagist poetry, as summarized by Gleen Hughes in 
Imagism & The Imagists, are " [h]ardness of outline, clarity of image, 
brevity, suggestiveness, freedom from metrical laws" (4) . And the 
cardinal principles of Imagism published in 1913 are as follows: 




^ whether subjective or objective. 
2. "To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to the 
presentation. 
3. "As regards rhythm: to compose in sequence of the musical phrase, 
not in sequence of a metronome." ("Vorticism", 83) 
When Pound wrote to William Carlos William in 1908, he declared his 
"ultimate attainments of poesy" as: 
1. "To paint the thing as I see it . 
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2. "Beauty. 
3. "Freedom from didacticism. 
4. "It is only good manners if you repeat a few other men to at least 
do it better or more briefly. Utter originality is of course out of 
the question" (The Letters of Ezra Pound, 6). 
Peter Jones in his "Introduction" to Imagist Poetry defines 
Vorticism as a "stricter form of Imagism" (21). 
Pound
1
s translations of Chinese poems were published in Cathay in 
1916. He was also working on some other poems at the same time which 
were published in Lustra* Lustra collected original works by Pound 
before or at the same time of translations of Chinese poetry.- Gleen 
Hughes points out that: 
An interesting point in connection vith Cathay 
is that the style employed in it, although 
derived partly from Pound's study of Chinese 
poetry, was not invented for the purpose of 
these translations but was rather a stage in 
the development of his personal technique. He 
had used it in original poems (later included 
in Lustra) before the Cathay material came 
into his hands {Imagism & The Imagistsf 235) • 
This illustrates the technique Pound used in translating Chinese poetry 
is part of fore-structures in doing the translation. 
Pound's translations are controversial because he himself could 
not read Chinese and his translations are based on the notes of Ernest 
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Fenollosa, vho learnt his Chinese from the Japanese language. 
Fenollosa's notes are full of mistakes, as are Pound
1
s translations but 
somehow, despite the mis-translation of some of the words, Pound is 
able to render the spirit and meaning of the original poems vividly in 
his translations. Sometimes, his translation is so amazing that 
readers tend to forgive his semantic errors. It seems unbelievable 
that someone vho did not know the Chinese language, could produce such 
exceptional translation which some critics even praise as the best 
translation ever done for the Chinese poetry. However, it is not so 
difficult to comprehend if we explain it in hermeneutic terms. 
When I said that Sun Yu and Revi Alley's translations were full 
of unnecessary details not present in the original but added by the 
translators vith the aim of dispelling any vagueness or ambiguities in 
the original, I explained that it was because they were too involved in 
the historical horizon of the poet. They believe that if they know 
every detail of the milieu in which the poets lived, of the poets' 
lives and the places they visited, they can re-create the original 
meaning of the poem. However, the problem is that they do not 
understand they can never return completely to the historical horizon. 
It is just an illusion. What they really enter is a fusion of 
horizons: the horizon of historical past and the present horizon. 
Their translations are restrained by their fore-structures, which 
include their understanding of the Chinese and English languages, their 
understanding of Chinese culture, and their interest in translating 
Chinese poems. These fore-structures restrict them not only in their 
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ways of translating the poems, but also in their choice of materials. 
For example, about 1600 of Li Po's poems are left to us and it is 
almost impossible for a translator to translate every one of them. As 
s/he will probably choose only some of the 1600 poems, there must be 
some criteria for choosing the material. By the different choice of 
poems, one can present Li Po to the readers as a Taoist, a pessimist, 
a merry drunkard, an arrogant man, a genius, a discontented person, a 
romantic or, as Rewi Alley has chosen, a friendly person among his 
people. 
Coming back to Ezra Pound. To show that before Pound got the 
notes from Fenollosa's wife, he had already written original work with 
the same technique as shown in his later translation, I have chosen 
three poems from Lustra: 
Coda 
0 My songs, 
Why do you look so eagerly and so curiously into 
people's faces 
Will you find your lost dead among them? 
In A Station of the Metro 
The apparition of These faces in the crowd; 
Petals on a wet, black bough. 
Alba 
As cool as the pale vet leaves 
of lily-of-the-valley 
She lay beside me in the davn. 
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The brevity, freedom from didacticism and direct treatment of the thing 
or the image, are characteristics of these three poems, as well as 
Chinese poems, at least, some of the Chinese poems. 




Old/ friend/ vest/ farewell/ Yellow/ Crane/ Tover 
Smoke/ flower/ third/ month/ down/ Yang/ Chou 
Lone/ sail/ far/ shadow/ green/ sky/ end 
Only/ see/ Chang/ Jiang/ heaven/ edge/ flow 
Separation On The River Kiang 
Ko-Jin goes west from Ko-kaku-ro, 
The smoke-flovers are blurred over the river. 
His lone sail blots the far sky. 
And now I see only the river, 
The long Kiang, reaching heaven. 
Pound's translation does not render the meaning of all the words in the 




s technique of translating Chinese poetry might have been 
derived from Imagism and Vorticism. Indeed, it was because Mrs. 
Fenollosa had read his poems and thought that his style was most 
suitable for translating Chinese poetry, that she forwarded Fenollosa's 
notes to Pound. Of course, this is a hermeneutic circle, because in 
translating the Chinese poetry, Pound also gained more attention to his 
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Imagism and Vorticism ideas and the task probably help him to further 
develop his ideas and techniques in writing poetry. Moreover, I 
suggest that the reason Pound was so interested in Chinese poetry is 
because he could see that it could help to promote his Imagist and 
Vorticist ideas to the American public which had developed an interest 
in China and Chinese culture. Steven W. Mosher states in his book 
China Misperceived that: 
By the early twentieth century, China had 
become the major focus of American missionary 
efforts, which along vith Christianity brought 
Western education and medicine to China. 
Given the millions of Americans whose regular 
donations helped to support churches, schools, 
and clinics there, it was not surprising that 
America had come to viev China with an almost 
proprietary interest (43). 
Pound's case best illustrates the idea of hermeneutic circle. As 
Heidegger points out in Being and Time " [a]11 interpretation 
…operates in the fore-structure" (194). The important implication of 
this remark is that there is no presuppositionless interpretation. In 
Pound's case, the fore-structure is his technique of writing imagist 
and vorticist poetry, which presents concrete images rather than 
produces grammatically correct lines which conforms to the convention 
of English poetry. In understanding Chinese poetry, Pound found what 
he wanted to see. In the words of Heidegger: 
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If, when one is engaged in a particular 
concrete kind of interpretation, in the sense 
of exact textual Interpretation, one likes to 
appeal [beruft] to what "stands there", then 
one finds that what "stands there" in the 
first instance is nothing other than the 
obvious undiscussed assumption [Vormeinung] of 
the person vho does the interpreting {Being 
and Time, 192). 
The thing that "stands out" and appeals to Pound in Chinese poetry is 
its characteristics of brevity, ccmcreteness, lack of pronouns and 
freedom from didacticism. Thus, Pound chose to translate Chinese 
poetry in the way he did. In suggesting that understanding is a 
hermeneutic circle, I do not mean that understanding moves around an 
orbit or that the circle is a vicious circle. Contrary to this, I 
suggest that "[i]n the circle is hidden a positive possibility of the 
most primordial kind of knowing" (195) because "understanding always 
involves something like applying the text to be understood to the 
interpreter's present situation" (Truth and Method, 308). According to 
Gadamer, "the process of understanding consists of three elements: 
"subtilitas intelligendi" (understanding),  usubtilitas explicandi" 
(interpretation) and "subtilitas applicandi" (application) (307). 
Thus, to understand something means to apply it to our own situation. 
This process of application means a taking—in of something into our 
Dasein, which in turn becomes part of our fore-structure. 
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In Pound's case, this hermeneutic circle of understanding and 
application is most obvious. His fore-structure decided what he saw in 
Chinese poetry. Then, his understanding of Chinese poetry in turn 
decided his technique of writing poetry. The hermeneutic circle is 
always in motion. 
The last translator I shall discuss is Yip Wai-lim. I have left 
him to the last because of his affinity vith Pound and also because his 
translation is, perhaps, the most radical of all. Before ve can 
understand Yip's translation techniques, ve need to have a brief review 
of his essay "Translating Chinese Poetry: The Convergence of Languages 
and Poetics — A Radical Introduction". First, he points out that 
syntax in the Chinese language is sparse and this flexibility is given 
rise by the "unique mode of perception of reality of the Chinese" (4). 
This kind of sparse syntax allows several images to co-exist without 
specifying their relations and. Yip believes that they "form an 
atmosphere or environment, an ambience, in which the reader may move 
and be directly present, poised for a moment before being imbued vith 
the atmosphere that evokes [but does not state) an aura of feeling... 
a situation in which he may participate in completing the aesthetic 
experience of an intense moment, the primary form of which the poet has 
arrested in concrete data" (9). Yip calls this "the Chinese concept of 
losing yourself in the flux of events, the Way (Tao)" (11) . This union 
,wi th Tao is facilitated by the lack of personal pronouns in many of the 
Chinese poems and the lack of tense of the verb element of Chinese. 
Yip says that it "universalizes the state of being or feeling" (5). He 
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also says that to put in a personal pronoun, as the translators have 
done, is to "force the perspective of the ego upon Phenomenon" (19). 
,... A Phenomenon should be presented objectively without any interference, 
any subjectivity, so that the Phenomenon can become a universal 
Phenomenon in the perception of which all readers can take part 
directly at all times because a Chinese poem is "free from Western 
arbitrary temporal constructs" (9). 
All of Yip Wai-lim*s discussion perhaps only points to one idea, 
that is, the Taoist concept that Man and Nature are one. In gathering 
evidence from the Chinese language and poetry, he wants to demonstrate 
that Chinese poetry is unique in its mode of presentation because the 
perception of reality of Chinese is unique and completely different 
from the Western perspective. This uniqueness originates from the 
Taoist philosophy. Of course, this argument might have fascinated many 
westerners who thought that the Chinese had a different mind from 
theirs. 
In translating Chinese poetry into English, Yip shows the western 
translators that they cannot simply render the Chinese poems into 
English; they have to preserve the spirit of the original so that the 
readers can perceive the uniqueness of the Chinese mind. In putting 
himself into a situation as a critic of other translators and a 
defender of Chinese philosophy and poetics, Yip is very conscious of 
how he should translate the poems in a way very different from others. 
From Ezra Pound's Cathay, he re—translates'Ezra Pound's translation. 
Though he states that he does not mean to challenge Poundf his version 
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is always more concise than Pound's. For example, 
To See Meng Hao-jan Off to Yang-chou 
My old friend goes away from the Yellow Crane Tower. 
In smoke-flower third month down to Yang-chou. 
A lone sail, a distant shade, lost in the blue horizon. 
Only the long Yangtse is seen flowing into the sky. 
(For Pound's version and the original text refer to 
P. 99) 
BY comparing the two versions, we see that Yip adheres 
practically word for word to the original poem. Moreover, the three 
images in the third line are kept intact in his version, whereas Pound 
just keeps the meaning but abandons some words. 
All of Yip's fore-conceptions bear evidence in his translation. 
(The dictionary annotations are provided by Yip.) 
白雲迴望合 青II入看無 
White/ cloud(s)/ turn-to look-back/ close 
Green/ mist(s)/ enter/ see/ none 
White clouds - looking back- close up. 
Green mists - entering - nothing. 
野曠天低樹 江清月近人 
Wilds/ far-reaching/ sky/ low(er)/ tree 
River/ clear/ moon/ near(s)/ man 
Open wilderness. Wide sky. A stretch of lov trees. 
Limpid river: clear moon close to man. 
, - 、 一 ; 
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孤舟簑笠翁 獨釣寒江雪 
Lone/ boat/ bamboo-leaved-raincoat/ bamboo-leaved-
hat/ old man 
Alone/ fish/ cold/ river/ snow 
Single boat. Bamboo-leaved cape. An old man. 
Fishing by himself: ice-river. Snow. 
The syntax of the translation is very loose because Yip wants to 
preserve the co-existence of several images without giving comment or 
subjective feelings in the translation, 
The political, social and economical environment plays the 
paramount role in deciding why Yip chose to do translations of Chinese 
poetry in 1970
1
s and why he translated them in the way ve have seen. 
Galeazzo Santini in "A Great Wall of Philosophy" says that "China is 
now the fashion around the world, and in no uncertain terms. 
Everywhere politicians of the most conservative and bourgeois kind are 
attempting to rebuild a compromised career by singing the praises of 
Mao Zedong" (95-96). President Noxon's China visit in 1972 ignited a 
"China Craze" {China Misperceived, 153) among the U.S. intellectuals. 
Steven V. Mosher says that "enrollment in courses about China rose 
spectacularly on many campuses, doubling and even tripling at places 
like Stanford, Berkeley and Cornell" (153). Scholars, visitors, 
businessmen, diplomats and journalists flocked to China. 
Furthermore, since 1960, the Americans were faced with a lot of 
problems: the Vietnam War, the Draft Resistance and the Civil-Rights 
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Movement. Paul Lauter in The Conspiracy of the Young says that 
the civil-rights movement more generally had 
taught one lesson particularly well to the 
young people in its ranks: that nonviolence 
was the reasonable way for men to act on 
behalf of change, whatever the extremity of 
their circumstances... the participation in 
nonviolent acts turned the tactic for some 
into strategic or philosophic commitment 
(131). 
In the seventies, there were draft resistance movements because the 
young people "abhor[red] personal involvement in a war they perceive [d] 
as ' immoral'" {America in Vietnam, 291). 
Hippies rose from this chaotic situation. They turned away from 
their culture and history "toward what has seemed esoteria to adults. 
oriental religion and mysticism... there is ample reason for students, 
sated by the hypocrisy of a Christian and democratic society 
systematically murdering its own people and foreigners, to turn to the 
East" (The Conspiracy of the Young, 97) . The economical side of 
the picture is that Yip was then teaching comparative literature at the 
University of California at San Diego. When there was a "China Craze"f 
it was the best time to produce a translation of Chinese poetry for the 
intellectuals. Concerning the method of translation, if he translated 
the poems in traditional ways, it probably would not attract much 
attention. At a time when people were turning to the East, the best 
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method was probably to combine translation and a Chinese philosophy. 
Yip chose Taoism. There vas not much choice. In the mainstream of 
Chinese literature the prevailing philosophy is Confuciaxiism and 
Taoism. Taoism remained less known until the twentieth century. 
Confucianism vas more popular because it vas cherished by the rulers. 
The idea of Confucianism -teaches people how to behave themselves and 
appeals to the establishment. People should confine themselves to 
their place in society and the ruled should never question their 
rulers. Taoism is considered to be more passive. It concerns the 
relationship between man and nature. In traditional Chinese poetry, 
poets vho were disillusioned by the politics of their times would turn 
to Taoism. It became almost a refuge for those vho turned away from 
the society and can be considered anti-establishment. It is not 
difficult to see why Yip chose Taoism. It appeal to the hippies as 
well as to those who were disillusioned by the Vietnam War and because 
it had attracted less attention before, it certainly would gain more 
attention when he explained Chinese poetry by the Taoist concepts. And 
as he is a Chinese scholar, the authenticity of his ideas are much 
greater than that of the western translators. Moreover, the Chinese 
scholars in China still did not have any opportunity to speak to the 
western world at that time because of the Cultural Revolution. Thus, 
Yip vas in a unique position. 
Before I finish the discussion of Wai-lim Yip, I would like to 
use his case to exemplify the hermeneutic circle of understaiidiiig and 
self-understanding. In Chapter III, I have quoted from Being and Time, 
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to explain that understanding discloses Dasein's own potentiality-for-
Being. Every act of understanding is a disclosure of Dasein. 
Following the logic of this argument, every act of understanding is 
also a self-understanding. Understanding a text involves a mediation 
between the text and the interpreter's self. In Yip's case, his 
understanding of Chinese poetry is, at the same time, a self-
understanding. By putting himself in the position of a critic of his 
preceding translators, Yip was forced to be conscious of his act of 
interpretation. As ve have seen from the above-mentioneed 
translations, he tried to translate in a different way from other 
translators. He has used the Chinese philosophy of Taoism and Pound's 
imagism in his method of translation. In understanding Chinese poetry, 
Yip probably comes to understand his situation more clearly. He is a 
Chinese, but he has studied and been teaching in the United States for 
many years. His area of research is Comparative Literature (which is 
interestingly an example of fusion of horizons). To appeal to the 
Americans, he has to tell them something different from what they have 
already heard from other American scholars. Yet, his translation of 
Chinese poetry cannot be too removed from the American culture so that 
the Americans would not lose interest ill something they completely 
cannot comprehend. In Yip's translation, we can see a mediation 
between Chinese culture and American culture which is indeed a 
reflection of the Being of Yip Wai-lim. 
After discussing and comparing five translators and their 
translations of Chinese poetry, I trust I have shown that the 
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After discussing and comparing five translators and their 
translations of Chinese poetry, I trust I have shovn that the 
differences in the translations are probably not because of the 
difference in language, after all, the five translators are dealing 
vith the same languages, Chinese and English. What accounts for the 
differences is the translator. The fore-structures (which include the 
background of the translator, his/her understanding and pre-conception 
of the original text and its culture, his/her aim of doing the 
translation), the historical horizon and the present horizon (which 
includes the political, economical and cultural environment in which 
the translator lives) all count in explaining the differences shown in 
the different translations. 
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